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INTRODuCTION

haRalD ISEMaNN
Managing Director/ Finance and 

Administration

BaRRY DICKSON 
Managing Director/
Science 

2011 has been a year of highs and lows for the IMp. New recruits,  
a key promotion, and several prominent awards marked a particularly 
successful year for the IMp scientif ically. But it was also a year of 
profound sadness, with the untimely deaths of two of our dearest 
friends and colleagues.

We begin with the positives. as we already noted in last years’ report, 
we were delighted to recruit 5 outstanding young scientists to the IMp 
in 2010: Wulf haubensak, andrew Straw, alipasha Vaziri, Manuel Zimmer, 
and Johannes Zuber. Manuel and andrew already started late last year; 
the other three joined us early in 2011. all five now have their groups 
up and running and you can find details of their research interests in 
this report. alipasha is a joint appointment with the MFpl. This year 
we also added Tom Rapoport (harvard university) and Norbert Kraut 
(Boehringer Ingelheim) to the Scientific advisory Board.

as we have welcomed these new group leaders to the IMp, two others 
have moved on to new positions as their tenure here came to an end. 
Christine hartmann, a group leader since 2001 has just accepted a full 
professorship at the university of Münster which she will take up in early 
2012. peggy Stolt-Bergner, the founding IMp fellow, becomes the head 
of the Structural Biology unit of the Campus Science Support Facility. 
We congratulate both Christine and peggy and wish them well in these 
new positions. 2011 also saw the retirement of Gotthold Schaffner, who 
has been at the IMp since its foundation. Gotthold established the first 
scientific service at the IMp, initially providing expertise in molecular 
biology and later becoming responsible primarily for DNa sequencing. 
his extraordinary commitment to the IMp and our science is well known 
to anyone who has ever done an experiment here.

Jan-Michael peters was promoted to Deputy Director in January. Jan 
joined the IMp as a group leader in 1996 and became a Senior Scientist 
in 2002. Jan’s ground-breaking work on the mechanisms of mitosis 
and sister chromosome segregation is well known throughout the 
international scientific community. less widely known is the critically 
important role Jan plays within the management of the IMp. he has also 
been a key figure in promoting the excellent scientific interactions we 
enjoy with Boehringer Ingelheim and also our colleagues on the Vienna 
Biocenter Campus. Jan’s promotion recognizes both his outstanding 
scientific achievements and these leadership roles.

This promotion was not the only important recognition for Jan this 
year.  In June, he was awarded the Wittgenstein prize from the austrian 
Science Fund. The Wittgenstein prize is the most prestigious science 
prize in austria, bringing with it not only national and international 
recognition, but also significant funds for further research. We congratulate 
Jan on this wonderful achievement, and proudly note that it is the 
6th Wittgenstein award to recognize work done primarily at the IMp. 

In 2007, the European union established the European Research 
Council, giving it the mission of funding the highest quality scientific 
research in Europe through generous and highly competitive research 
grants. The IMp’s Stefan Westermann was amongst the ver y f irst 
recipients of an ERC grant, obtaining a Starting Investigator award 
in its first year of operation. alex Stark and I (B.J.D.) followed in 2009 
with a Starting and advanced Investigator grants, respectively. These 
awards had already made the IMp one of the most successful austrian 
institutes in obtaining ERC awards. Now, in just one year, we managed 
to double this success, with an advanced Investigator award to Meinrad 
Busslinger and Starting Investigator awards to two of our newest recruits,  
andrew Straw and Manuel Zimmer.

The IMp continues its ef forts to improve the scientific training we 
offer at all levels – from undergraduate student to senior investigator.  
The second installment of the Vienna Biocenter Summer School took 
place in 2011 and again was a great success. Much of this success is 
due to the creative energy of Dave Keays, the driving force behind the 
summer school since its conception. and plans are now underway to 
restructure and revitalise the phD programme, in an effort spearheaded by  
Carrie Cowan and Meinrad Busslinger. The new programme will include a 
more structured series of lectures and workshops, and importantly also 
a written proposal and oral defense of the research project within the 
first year of phD studies. The biooptics facility has led the way with the 
workshops, holding a two-week course in advanced light microscopy 
this autumn. With all these new initiatives, we have now also begun 
the search for a full-time coordinator of all scientific training activities. 
The new appointee, expected to be announced early in 2012, should 
bring new ideas and oversight to scientific training at the IMp, while 
also freeing faculty members from activities that, however important, 
distract from their core interest in scientific research.
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Changes also continue within the scientific services. at the campus 
level, the Campus Scientific Support Facility has incorporated next-
generation DNa sequencing, the Vienna Drosophila RNai Center (VDRC) 
and the electron microscopy facility. Structural biology is currently 
being established by peggy Stolt-Bergner, and ultraresolution light 
microscopy, preclinical phenotyping and scientific computing should all 
be added in 2012. Internally, with the retirement of Gotthold Schaffner, 
his General Scientific Service has been merged with the remnants of 
the Genomics service to form a new Molecular Biology Service headed 
by Martin Radolf.

Now, sadly, we must also come to the tragic events of 2011. In February, 
we were all deeply shocked by the sudden passing of Beate peters,  
IMp alumna and wife of Jan-Michael peters. Beate’s vitality and friendship 
was an inspiration to all who knew her, and our thoughts and sympathy 
have been with Jan and his family as they have dealt so admirably 
with this tragic loss.

and in July, barely a year after his retirement, hartmut Beug, too, sadly 
passed away. hartmut had devoted his scientific career to the battle 
against cancer, a battle he also fought personally in the last few years 
of his life. hartmut, one of the founding scientists at the IMp, was a 
respected and valued colleague and friend for all of us. he inspired 
us not only through his discoveries on the mechanisms of epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transitions that are a hallmark of cancer metastasis, 
but also through his genuine passion for all things scientific, not least 
the scientist him- or herself. Shortly af ter his retirement, hartmut, 
together with his wife Margrit, established “The Beug Foundation for 
Metastasis Research” to support original research in cancer metastasis 
and translational medicine. The first call for projects will be announced 
in the autumn of 2012, with further information available soon at:  
www.beugstiftung-metastase.de.

In closing, we thank all members of the IMp for their continued motivation 
and commitment throughout this turbulent year, particularly the staff 
in our joint scientific and administrative services. Scientists and support 
staf f alike contribute to the scientific success of the IMp, and we can 
all look back proudly on another year of great progress in unravelling 
the mysteries of life at their most fundamental molecular and cellular 
levels. We all share the passion for scientific discovery, and above all 
thank our sponsor, Boehringer Ingelheim, for providing us with the 
privilege and responsibility of pursuing this passion.
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ThE SONG OF ThE FlY

In 1967, Jim Morrison famously sang that he wanted to hear “the scream 
of the butterf ly”.  By coincidence, and possibly unknown to Morrison, 
the same year saw the publication of Nerve Cells and Insect Behavior, 
in which Kenneth Roeder described how moths produce ultrasound 
“screams” in response to predation by bats.  Despite Roeder’s work, 
however, insect songs remain comparatively little studied.  Forty years 
later, anne von phillipsborn came to Barry Dickson’s lab at the IMp 
with a much less modest goal than Morrison’s:  to hear the song of 
the f ly.  Not only was her wish granted – and fairly quickly – but as a 
result of her work in Vienna we now have a far better picture of how 
f lies generate their songs.  her results were published earlier this year 
in Neuron (Vol. 69, pp. 509-522).

anne was interested in neurobiology and developmental biology 
long before she came to Vienna.  She had previously worked on axon 
guidance in chicken cells but after completing her phD she decided to 
switch to investigating an entire organism rather than continuing with 
isolated cells.  The fruit f ly thus represented an obvious model system 
for study, although anne had never really paid much attention to it 
before.  as she says, “on my first day in Vienna I saw a live f ly under the 
microscope for the first time and it was love at first sight!”

When she joined Barry’s group anne had the choice between working 
on the f ly ’s olfactory system and studying acoustic aspects of its 
courtship behaviour.  During courtship, male flies use a wing to generate 
a sophisticated “song” and as a keen musician – she played the violin as 
a child and still enjoys going to concerts – anne was naturally attracted 
by the idea of investigating this.  her initial plan was to examine how 
female f lies hear and assess their mates’ music but when she came to 
Vienna she elected instead to look at the other side of the problem, 
how male f lies produce their songs.

a phD student in the group, Jai Yu, was mapping the neurons that 
control the various aspects of sexual behaviour, including singing (see 
Current Biology 2010, Vol. 20, pp. 1602-1614).  It was already known that 
a particular group of neurons, intriguingly known as the fruitless (fru) 
neurons, is primarily responsible for song production but understanding 
the precise function of each of the 100 or so classes of fru neurons was 
proving far more difficult.  anne planned to investigate what happened 
when individual neurons or groups of neurons were activated.  She 
visited Oxford to learn Gero Miesenböck’s method for using uV lasers 
to stimulate small numbers of neurons “but this was fairly tedious to 
perform and in retrospect it was not really suitable for a wide-scale 
screen.”  Nevertheless, anne was preparing constructs to create f lies 
for these experiments when a paper from another group (see Nature 
2008, Vol. 454, pp. 217-220) appeared, describing the function of the 
Trpa1 ion channel in Drosophila.  Barry ’s lab was one of several to 
realize that temperature-sensitive ion channels could be inserted into 
individual cells (such as neurons) or groups of cells, enabling them to 
be activated by slight increases in temperature.  This method seemed 
ideal for use in a screen and in combination with the library of f ly lines 
that was being generated at the IMp, anne had the tools required for a 
far-ranging study of the functions of the various classes of fru neuron.

She used the new method to look at what happened when individual 
classes of fru neuron were activated.  In the later stages of the project 
she was joined by T ianxiao liu, who helped with the anatomical 

characterization.  as anne recollects, “It was a real pleasure to work 
with Tianxiao.  he was very good at what he did and was incredibly 
hard working, always encouraging me to do a little bit more before 
going home.”  anne and T ianxiao found that activation of some 
groups of neurons caused f lies to sing, whereas when other neurons 
were stimulated the f lies performed what anne describes as “pseudo-
copulations:  they bend their abdomens and look as though they are 
trying to mate with imaginary females”.  Song production is relatively 
easy to quantify – songs can be recorded and the resulting oscillograms 
analysed – and this enabled the group to circumvent a frequent problem 
in behavioural science.  “It is often dif ficult to come up with a reliable 
and unbiased way to compare the behaviour of dif ferent individuals.  
We could use audio traces to compare the songs of individual f lies, 
then examine their brains anatomically to see exactly what was going 
on.”  This turned out to be extremely important:  to characterize the 
role of single neuronal classes, it was frequently necessary to take a 
stochastic approach, i.e. to look at individual f lies. 

anne’s results established that five distinct classes of fru neuron are 
involved in producing the song.  The so-called “p1” and “pIp10” neurons 
are located in the brain and were found to initiate the song.  anne 
believes that the p1 neuron is primarily responsible for deciding when 
to sing (i.e. for reacting to the presence of a female f ly).  The pIp10 
neuron descends from the brain into the thorax, so could directly 
communicate with the final three groups of neurons, known as “dpR1”, 
“vpR6” and “vMS11”, which are located in the ventral nervous system.  
activation of any one of them causes f lies to sing, although the songs 
are distorted in particular ways, suggesting that a complex interplay 
of the three groups is required for the correct song to be produced.
a further interesting point about f lies’ song is that it is only produced 
by males:  under natural conditions females cannot sing.  anne’s 
findings neatly explained why this is so.  It had previously been shown 
that female f lies lack the p1 neuron and anne was able to show that 
the pIp10 and dpR1 neurons are also restricted to males.  Without the 
neurons involved in song production, female flies are necessarily silent.

Impressive though the results are, two main questions remain to be 
addressed.  The first is how the initial decision to sing is taken.  how 
is the first neuron in the network (p1) activated?  The second question 
relates to the precise pattern of the f lies’ songs.   The courtship song 
of the fruit f ly can be divided into two components:  a “sine song” and 
a “pulse song”.  The sine song, a type of humming sound, is thought 
to attract the female’s attention while the pulse song is known to be 
highly important in mating success.  In other words, it is not sufficient 
for a f ly to decide to sing for him to attract a mate:  females critically 
judge the song pattern before responding.  It is clear that neurons 
downstream of p1 must interact to generate the correct song pattern 
but how they do so remains a matter for conjecture.  With the tools 
available at the IMp, few would bet against anne and her colleagues 
in the Dickson lab making substantial progress on these issues in the 
near future.
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In contrast to many people who work with Drosophila, anne is genuinely 
interested in entomology.  “When I came to Vienna, I thought of the f ly 
as just a tool to learn more about behaviour but I’m now very interested 
in f lies – and insects in general – and have started to read textbooks 
about them.  Insects actually use sound in many ways to communicate 
and in the majority of cases they don’t learn to do so.  a lot must be 
hard-wired in their tiny brains – the machine for generating sounds is 
self-assembled during development based on a genetic master plan.  
In other words, male fruit f lies instinctively know what they have to 
do to catch the girls.  It ’s fascinating to speculate how this ability has 
arisen through evolution.”

The song of male flies may seem a somewhat esoteric issue to investigate 
but it represents a good example of a type of behaviour that can be 
studied in the laboratory.  anne’s work has shown that the underlying 
neural circuit can be mapped at cellular resolution and has revealed 
how circuits in the brain control the animals’ behaviour by activating 
specific motor circuits.  It is becoming increasingly clear that studies 
of relatively simple systems such as f lies can yield important insights 
into key biological processes that are common to many species.  
anne’s results might thus one day lead to an understanding of the 
basic principles behind the evolution of neural circuits responsible 
for behaviour.  Furthermore, the detailed description of neural circuits 
in f lies may give insights into how neurons communicate with one 
another and how they interconnect and build networks and might 
lead to the discovery of fundamental properties shared by all nervous 
systems, including our own.

A Neuronal circuit for Drosophila courtship song
A Drosophila male singing to a female by vibrating it’s extended wing (indicated 
by the pulse song trace) and a schematic of the Drosophila central nervous 
system with male specific neurons implicated in song production: P1 (blue) in 
the brain, the descending interneuron pIP10 (red) connecting brain and ventral 
nerve cord and vPR6 (green) in the wing neuropil.
picture by Anne C. von Philipsborn and Tibor Kulcsar.

Anne C. von Philipsborn together with her colleague and 
second author Tianxiao Liu.
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IN ThE lOOp

The mammalian immune system is truly remarkable.  From a relatively 
limited amount of DNa, cells generate an almost unlimited variety of 
antigen receptors, ensuring that animals can recognize and react to just 
about any conceivable pathogenic threat.  In 1987, Susumo Tonegawa 
was awarded the Nobel prize for describing how this enormous 
diversity can be generated.  Since Tonegawa’s discoveries, one of the 
major goals of immunologists has been to understand the underlying 
molecular processes. This is one of the key interests of the group of 
Meinrad Busslinger at the IMp and the lab’s progress was recognized 
by the receipt of a prestigious ERC advanced Investigator award by 
Meinrad this year.

The latest chapter in the story was published early in 2011 by anja 
Ebert, a postDoc in the group (Immunity Vol. 34, pp. 175-187).  anja 
performed her diploma and doctoral work in halle in the group of 
Gunter Reuter, which had a close collaboration with Thomas Jenuwein 
at the IMp.  During the course of her work she visited the IMp several 
times and was impressed by the quality of the institute’s research and 
by its international f lavour.   She thus decided to move to the IMp for 
her postDoc, although she elected not to join TJ’s group but to work 
instead on something completely different.  having previously studied 
chromatin organization in Drosophila, anja was looking to broaden her 
area of expertise.  Meinrad’s group was an obvious choice, especially as 
the lab was at that time moving into the field of epigenetics, thereby 
providing a link with her previous work.

Before anja arrived, it was known that pax5 controls the process by 
which the so-called “variable” (V) region of the immunoglobulin heavy 
chain locus is joined to the remaining portions of the gene, the D and J 
segments.  Martin Fuxa in the group was studying the process of locus 
contraction, the “looping out” of large portions of DNa at a particular 
position (see Genes & Dev. Vol. 18, pp. 411-422).  The gene locus for the 
immunoglobulin heavy chain (Igh) is vast and the problem of how very 
distant (2.5 MB or more away) portions of DNa could be joined to other 
gene fragments had proven a major obstacle to the understanding of the 
immunoglobulin gene recombination that Tonegawa had discovered.  
locus contraction had been proposed to facilitate the recombination 
of very distant gene segments and Martin had shown that contraction 
is induced by pax5.  Work by Sasha Tarakhovsky’s lab at the Rockefeller 
university indicated that polycomb proteins are likewise required for 
proper recombination of the Igh locus.  To investigate their role in 
locus contraction, anja started to generate conditional knock-outs 
of polycomb proteins in mice.  “I spent my first two years generating 
three transgenic mice.  The first construct turned out to be lethal, the 
second one had no phenotype and I’m currently characterizing the 
third mouse.”

The main goal of anja’s work was to unravel the molecular mechanisms 
responsible for contraction of the Igh locus.  To identify novel regulatory 
elements involved in the process, anja used an unbiased chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIp-chip) approach to map binding sites 
for pax5 and other transcription factors at the locus.  at the same 
time, Shane McManus in the lab mapped the sites of active histone 
modifications in pro-B cells, where the Igh locus is contracted, as 
well as in pax-deficient pro-B cells, where the locus is in an extended 
conformation.  Contrary to what was widely believed, he found that 
most V

h
 genes had no active histone marks.  however, in pro-B cells 

(when the Igh locus is contracted) he found regions carrying active 
chromatin marks including the h3K4 trimethyl lysine mark immediately 
upstream of one of the 16 families of V

h
 genes, the so-called 3609 

genes.  This mark is frequently indicative of active gene transcription.  
Importantly, the presence of active histone modifications was found 
to be dependent on pax5 expression.  anja showed that pax5 and the 
general transcription factor CTCF (and other transcription factors) are 
bound at these sequences. In pre-B cells, the next developmental stage, 
when the locus is no longer contracted, pax5 binding is lost although 
CTCF still binds the sequences.

Anja Ebert and her colleagues about to compete in the dragon boat race.
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The ChIp-chip experiments were complicated by the extremely repetitive 
nature of the locus, so it was important to confirm the results by means 
of another method.  anja turned to hiromi Tagoh, who was developing 
DMS footprinting to study the binding of proteins to DNa in living cells.  
at the time, hiromi was working at the university of leeds but her 
collaboration with Meinrad’s group proved so fruitful and enjoyable that 
she decided to move to Meinrad’s lab.  The DMS footprint experiments 
indeed confirmed that pax5 bound to these particular sequences in the 
distal portion of the Igh gene, as anja says, “exactly where you would 
want the protein to bind if you planned to loop the locus.”  Sequence 
analysis revealed the existence of 14 repeats in this area but nowhere 
else in the mouse genome.  The group termed the sequences paIRs 
(for pax5-activated intergenic repeats).

a clue that transcription at the locus might be important came from 
Maria Novatchkova, who discovered a cDNa clone in an online database.  
This cDNa appeared to initiate within one of the paIR elements and 
to run in an antisense direction.  anja looked in pro-B cells and was 
able to detect the corresponding antisense RNa.  Furthermore, the 
RNa was not found in pro-B cells that have been engineered to lack 
pax5 expression, nor is it found at subsequent developmental stages, 
when the Igh locus is no longer contracted and pax5 no longer binds.  
In other words, the RNa is restricted to cells where the Igh locus is 
contracted.  This represents very strong circumstantial evidence that 
transcription of the antisense RNa from the paIR element is involved 
in contracting the locus or that the RNa itself somehow operates on 
the contracted Igh locus to regulate gene recombination.

all this sounds convincing and highly exciting but there is a major 
caveat:  there is still no direct evidence that the antisense RNa or indeed 
the paIR elements are functionally important for locus contraction.  
although the work was invariably well received at conferences, it proved 
frustratingly hard to publish it in the absence of a proof of the function 
for the elements.  Jasna Medvedovic in the group is using chromosome 
capture technology to investigate the importance of the paIR elements 
in large-scale looping of the locus, although the size and repetitive 
nature of the locus is making her experiment extremely dif ficult to 
perform.  The group is also pursuing an alternative transgenic approach, 
knocking out all 14 paIR elements in the mouse and examining the 
ef fects.  This work is also complicated by the nature of the locus and 
it is clear that the project will take some time to complete.

Many people might become frustrated by the problems of working 
with such an intractable system but anja manages to maintain her 
enthusiasm.  “Recombination of the Igh gene is an early step in the 
production of an almost infinite range of antigen receptors.  Just thinking 
about how this unbelievable diversity is generated is enough to bring 
me back to the bench, no matter how many setbacks I suffer.  and I still 
need to find out how polycomb proteins are involved in the process!”

Circular diagram of the mouse Igh locus. The red curves denote the repeat 
elements containing the 14 PAIR sequences, which are located in the distal 
region of the locus.
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Acquired immunity to pathogens depends on the differentiation of B and T lymphocytes from 
hematopoietic stem cells, which is controlled by a multitude of transcription factors. We are interested 
in understanding the process by which transcription factors regulate the commitment of early 
hematopoietic progenitors to lymphoid lineages and control their subsequent differentiation to 
B and T cells. We investigate the underlying transcriptional control mechanisms by using mouse 
transgenic, cell biological, and genome-wide molecular approaches.

B cell development

a fundamental question in hematopoiesis is how stem cells and early progenitors become 
committed to a single developmental pathway and then dif ferentiate into mature cell 
types of the selected lineage. The entry of lymphoid progenitors into the B cell lineage 
depends on several transcription factors, including STaT5, E2a, EBF1 and pax5. STaT5, a 
downstream mediator of Il-7 signaling fulfills a permissive role by controlling cell survival 
in the early development of B cells. E2a and EBF1 function as B cell specification factors 
by activating B-lymphoid genes. pax5, in turn, controls B cell commitment by restricting 
the developmental potential of hematopoietic progenitor cells to the B cell pathway. The 
function of these transcription factors is required throughout B lymphopoiesis, as E2a, 
EBF1 and pax5 also control the generation of mature B cell types, including germinal center 
B cells (Figure 1). Notably, conditional pax5 loss enables mature B cells from peripheral 
lymphoid organs to dedifferentiate to early uncommitted progenitors in the bone marrow, 
which subsequently develop into functional T cells. These experiments identified pax5 
as the critical B cell identity factor that maintain B-lineage commitment throughout B 
cell development. 

T cell development

Signaling through the Notch1 receptor is essential for initiating the development of T cells 
in the thymus. Early T cell specification also depends on other transcription factors, such 
as GaTa3 and E2a. however, little is known about target genes that mediate the ef fects 
of these transcriptional regulators in early T cell development. We therefore want to 
elucidate the molecular functions of these transcription factors in pro-T cells by conditional 
mutagenesis, gene expression profiling, and ChIp sequencing. 

Transcriptional networks

Global genomic approaches are ideal for elucidating the transcriptional network controlling 
early development of B cells and T cells. To achieve this aim, we define the regulatory 
landscape of pro-B and pro-T cells by genome-wide mapping of DNase I hypersensitive 
sites, transcription start sites and chromatin modifications, in order to delineate active 
enhancers and promoters (Figure 2). By ChIp sequencing, we identify the binding sites 
of the dif ferent transcription factors at these regulatory elements (Figure 2). Conditional 
mutagenesis combined with mRNa sequencing is used to study the dependence of target 
gene expression on the dif ferent transcription factors. These genome-wide approaches 
have already provided important insights into the transcriptional network controlling 
early B cell development. 

MEINRaD BuSSlINGER
Stem cell commitment in hematopoiesis
meinrad.busslinger@imp.ac.at
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Figure 1: Essential role of Pax5 in germinal center (GC) B cell development. The Aicda-Cre line deletes the floxed (fl) Pax5 allele in GC B cells of control Aicda-
Cre Pax5fl/+ mice eight days after immunization with sheep red blood cells. PNA+ GC B cells (arrows), which are detected by immunostaining in spleen 
sections, are formed in the presence of Pax5 in these control mice, but not in its absence in Aicda-Cre Pax5fl/– mice.

Figure 2: Genome-wide identification of transcription factor target genes. The Cd79a gene is shown as a representative example to indicate the different 
parameters that were determined by global genomic analyses. Transcriptional start sites were mapped by the Cap analysis gene expression (CAGE) assay, 
gene expression profiles by mRNA sequencing, DNase I hypersensitive (HS) sites by deep sequencing, and active histone modifications (H3K4me2, H3K4me3, 
H3K9ac) and transcription factor-binding sites (for PU.1, E2A, EBF1 and Pax5) by ChIP sequencing in pro-B cells. 

Figure 3: Identification of regulatory PAIR elements in the distal V
H

 gene cluster of the Igh locus. A circular diagram indicates the positions of the V
H
, D

H
, 

J
H
 and C

H
 gene segments, iE

μ
 enhancer and 3’ regulatory region (3’RR) of the mouse Igh locus. The different colors denote members of the distinct V

H
 gene 

families. As shown by the inner concentric tracks, Pax5-activated intergenic repeat (PAIR) elements (red) are located upstream of V
H
3609 genes (pink) and 

contain binding sites for Pax5 (purple) and CTCF (blue).

Spatial regulation of V(D)J recombination

The development of B cells and αβ T cells depends on functional rearrangement of the Igh 
and Igk or Tcrb and Tcra loci, respectively. all four loci are large in size (0.7 to 3 megabases), 
organized in a complex manner (Figure 3), and undergo reversible contraction by looping 
in rearranging lymphocytes. locus contraction is thus a general mechanism that juxtaposes 
distantly located V genes of the large V gene cluster next to D or J segments, which 
facilitates synapse formation and V-(D)J recombination. Our previous work demonstrated 
that contraction of the Igh locus primarily depends on pax5. Recently, we were able to show 
that pax5 activates conserved intergenic repeats (paIRs) in the distal V

h
 gene cluster, which 

most likely functions as a novel regulatory element in controlling Igh locus contraction 
(Figure 3). We are currently elucidating the molecular mechanism of Igh locus contraction 
by investigating the function of such cis-regulatory elements and by identifying novel 
trans-acting factors involved in this process. 
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The misfolding and aggregation of protein molecules is a major threat to all living organisms. Cells 
have therefore evolved a sophisticated network of molecular chaperones and proteases to prevent 
protein aggregation (Fig. 1A). In addition, protein quality control and regulatory proteolysis are 
important mechanisms in the defense line of several bacterial pathogens. My group is performing 
a structure-function analysis of prokaryotic and eukaryotic factors that combat folding stress 
and, in parallel, ensure controlled digestion of specific target proteins. A better understanding 
of protein quality control might disclose novel strategies to counteract protein folding diseases 
and bacterial pathogenicity.

housekeeping htra proteases - Guards of the 
extracytosolic compartment
a combination of chaperone and protease function in a single protein could provide a direct 
and rapid response to protein folding problems. The heat shock protein Degp (htra) can 
switch between these dual functionalities in a temperature-dependent manner (Fig. 1B), 
and thus offers unique possibilities to investigate how cells distinguish between proteins 
that can be refolded and “hopeless” cases that need to be degraded.

Degp from E. coli is a central component of the protein-quality-control system in the 
bacterial envelope that is involved in eliminating misfolded proteins and in OMp (outer 
membrane protein) biogenesis. To investigate the molecular basis of these dual activities, 
we characterized dif ferent Degp/substrate complexes. Binding of misfolded proteins 
transformed the resting Degp hexamer into large, catalytically active 12- and 24-meric 
multimers. Structural analysis of these particles revealed that Degp assembles a huge 
protein packaging device (Fig. 2), whose central compartment is adaptable to the size 
and concentration of substrate. Moreover, the inner cavity serves antagonistic functions. 
While encapsulation of folded OMp protomers is protective and might permit safe transit 
through the periplasm, misfolded proteins are eliminated in the molecular reaction chamber. 
Oligomer re-assembly and concomitant activation upon substrate binding may also be 
critical in regulating other htra proteases that promote diverse biological functions. Our 
current data provide excellent leads to address the molecular mechanisms of human 
Degp homologues, homologues from pathogenic bacteria, and functionally related 
pDZ proteases that exert housekeeping functions in mitochondria, chloroplasts and the 
extracellular space. Moreover, the identified activation mechanism should be helpful to 
obtain structural data concerning protease-substrate or protease-inhibitor complexes, 
which are indispensable for understanding how aberrant proteins are partitioned between 
refolding and degradation pathways.

The CtsR/McsB stress response

all cells have evolved highly ef ficient signaling pathways that sense the presence of 
damaged proteins and transmit the signal “folding stress” to dedicated transcription 
factors, which then adjust the expression of the protein-quality-control factors. One of 
the most intensely studied stress-response pathways is the bacterial heat-shock system. 
In B. subtilis,  the transcription factor CtsR is a major component of this system that 
represses the clpC heat shock operon, the clpE and clpP genes, by binding specifically 
to a 7-nucleotide direct repeat sequence located upstream of the transcriptional start 
sites (Fig.3a). Stress-induced transcription of the clp genes depends on the inactivation 
of CtsR by McsB. To delineate the molecular basis of CtsR and McsB in the bacterial stress 
response, we screened the respective proteins from various Gram-positive bacteria for 
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Figure 1:  Protein Quality Control (A) The scheme illustrates the different fates of misfolded non-native proteins. According to Gottesman and co-workers’ “kinetic 
partitioning model”, aggregate formation is counteracted by the action of proteases and chaperones. (B) DegP combines the antagonistic activities of a 
protease and a chaperone, and thus guarantees a rapid cellular response to protein folding stress. The switch in activity is regulated by temperature. At low 
temperatures (<25°C) the protein acts as a chaperone, whereas at higher temperatures the protease function is dominant.

Figure 2: Structural analysis of DegP Ribbon presentation of the resting DegP hexamer (DegP6) that is transformed upon substrate binding into the catalytically 
active DegP12- and DegP24-multimers. The constituting trimers are colored differently and, for DegP12, the encapsulated OMP substrate is shown in blue.

Figure 3: The CtsR/McsB stress-response system (A) The CtsR regulon of Gram-positive bacteria. (B) Position of the phospho-peptide (orange) which was identified 
by mass spectrometry is highlighted in the CtsR2/DNA structure. The binding mode of Arg62 (that also represents the main phosphorylation site) at the 
floor of the DNA minor groove (green) is shown in detail. (C) CtsR binds as a dimer to the highly conserved ctsr box, thereby inhibiting transcription of 
downstream stress genes. The phosphorylated CtsR repressor is unable to bind to DNA, thereby permitting expression of heat-shock genes. “Arg” marks 
critical arginine residues in the DBD, in particular Arg62, phosphorylated by McsB.

recombinant production, and succeeded in reconstituting the Bacillus stearothermophilus  
CtsR/McsB system in vitro.

The crystal structure of the CtsR repressor in complex with DNa revealed how partial 
asymmetry in a dimeric transcription factor allows high af finity binding to tandem DNa 
repeats. Moreover, biochemical characterization of McsB highlighted a novel protein 
kinase activity. McsB specifically phosphorylates arginine residues in the DNa-binding 
domain of CtsR, like for example arg62 of the beta-wing (Fig. 3B), thereby impairing its 
function as a repressor of stress response genes. Identification of the CtsR/McsB arginine 
phospho-switch (Fig. 3C) creates new perspectives to enhance our understanding of 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic transcriptional regulation.
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Cell polarity allows for spatial specializations within a cell, such as directed transport, migration, or 
growth.  Cell polarity also controls asymmetric cell division, a dominant mechanism for dictating 
cell fate changes during development.  The diverse roles of this fundamental organizational concept 
mean that understanding cell polarity is essential to understanding both normal development 
and diseases.  We are investigating how cell polarity is established.

We are using one-cell C. elegans embryos as a model system to determine how cell polarity 
is established.  One-cell C. elegans embryos polarize in response to a signal from the 
sperm-provided centrosomes.  Centrosomes induce a local structural reorganization of 
the acto-myosin network: whereas most of the cortex undergoes stochastic contractions, 
the area nearest the centrosomes becomes non-contractile.  This local change in cortex 
activity marks the functional symmetry-breaking event that allows polarization. Once 
cortical symmetry has been broken, mutual antagonism between antagonistic polarity 
proteins  - the anterior and posterior paR proteins - facilitates self-organizing polarization. 
paR polarity controls cell fate determinant segregation and asymmetric cell division. 

using a combination of forward and reverse genetics, in vivo biochemistry, high-resolution 
time-lapse microscopy, ultrastructural reconstruction, automated quantitative analysis, 
and mechanical manipulations, we are investigating the following questions:

how do centrosomes communicate with the cortex?

after the sperm centrosomes are delivered to the egg during fertilization, they wander 
randomly in the cytoplasm for approximately thirty minutes.  a dense network of cytoplasmic 
microtubules prevents centrosomes from moving too far away from the cortex.  upon a 
cell cycle signal, centrosomes are activated and signal to the cortex to change acto-myosin 
contractility.  Centrosomes can initiate polarity from any position within the embryo, but 
the efficiency of polarization increases when centrosomes are close to the cortex.  We are 
investigating the mechanisms and functions of centrosome positioning to determine how 
accurate information is supplied to the cortex during symmetry breaking.
In a genetic screen for centrosomal molecules that may mediate signaling from centrosomes 
to the cortex, we identified the aurora family kinase aIR-1.  Embryos depleted of aIR-1 
often fail to break cortical symmetry in response to the centrosomes and instead undergo 
spontaneous polarization.  aIR-1 depleted embryos often have multiple polarity axes, 
leading to mis-segregation of cell fate determinants during cell division.  aIR-1 is required for 
centrosome growth but this function is distinct from aIR-1’s roles in polarity establishment.  
We are trying to understand how aIR-1 both positively and negatively regulates cortical 
symmetry breaking to ensure that a single polarity axis is formed.
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Figure 1: Centrosome position (line) relative to the cortex (dots) during polarity establishment.  The 
color scale indicates elapsed time (blue: -500 s, red: 300 s).

Figure 2: Establishment of a stable axis of PAR polarity.  Anterior (PAR-6, pink) and posterior (PAR-2, 
yellow) cortical polarity domains. 

Figure 3: Asymmetric distribution of the germline fate determinant PIE-1 (purple: low intensity; red: 
high intensity) at the beginning of cell division.

What regulates paR polarity in response to cortical 
symmetry breaking?

after the initial symmetry-breaking event in the cortex, mutually exclusive paR protein 
domains drive the establishment of a stable cell polarity axis.  The balance between the 
amounts of anterior and posterior paR domain components appears essential for normal 
polarization.  Controlling paR protein amounts - both absolute and at the cortex - is an 
important regulatory point.  Total paR protein levels appear to depend on processing of 
relevant mRNas, while the proportion of cortical paR proteins appears to be inf luenced 
by intracellular traf ficking.  We are looking at the molecular mechanisms by which these 
pathways control cortical paR protein localization.

how does cortical polarity control cytoplasmic 
asymmetry?
The establishment of polarity at the cortex provides spatial information to polarize the 
entire cell, ultimately allowing asymmetric changes in gene expression and cell fate.  The 
cytoplasmic fate determinant pIE-1 is restricted to the posterior half of one-cell embryos 
and thus is inherited only by cells in the germline lineage.  pIE-1 forms a concentration 
gradient in response to two distinct activities that change the apparent dif fusion of pIE-1 
in the cytoplasm: in the anterior, MEX-5 increases pIE-1 mobility, and in the posterior, 
MEX-1 decreases pIE-1 mobility.  MEX-1 and MEX-5 in turn af fect each other.  We are using 
mathematical models and biochemistry to understand the parameters that are important 
for pIE-1 mobility.
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We use molecular genetic techniques to study the function of neural circuits in Drosophila. Our 
goal is to understand how information processing in defined neural circuits generates complex 
animal behaviours. As a model system, we focus on the fly’s mating behaviours. These behaviours 
are robust, adaptive, and particularly amenable to genetic analysis.

a major goal for neuroscience is to understand how information processing in neural 
circuits guides animal behaviour. at any given moment, the brain receives a rich set 
of sensory inputs, from both external and internal sources. This information must be 
integrated, interpreted in the light of knowledge gained through prior experience, and a 
specific behavioural action selected. These processes of sensory integration, learning and 
memory, decision making, and action selection are the essence of animal cognition and 
behaviour. Our goal is to provide a biophysical explanation for these processes. 

as a model, we have chosen to study the sex life of the fruit f ly Drosophila melanogaster. 
During mating, flies make decisions that are critical for their reproductive success, and hence 
their evolutionary fitness. upon encountering another f ly, a male decides whether or not 
to court, based on the current sensory input and his past experience. If he does court, the 
female then decides whether to accept or reject him, based on her perception of his quality 
as a potential mate, and her own sexual maturity and mating status. These are complex 
decisions made by complex brains, but working with f lies has the great advantage that 
genetic tools can be used to identify and manipulate the relevant neurons and circuits in 
the brain. With these tools, it should be possible to establish causal relationships between 
genes, cellular biochemistry, circuit function, and animal behaviour.

The male brain

Remarkably, the dif ferent behaviours of male and female f lies can largely be explained by 
the sex-specific splicing of a single gene – fruitless (fru). If females are forced to express 
male-specific fruM transcripts, they behave like males. Conversely, males that lack fruM 
behave like females.

fru is expressed in some 2000 neurons, distributed in clusters throughout the nervous 
system (Fig. 1). The activity of these neurons is essential for courtship behaviour. We 
have recently developed genetic tools that provide specific access to distinct subsets of 
fru neurons, so that we can selectively express visible markers in these cells to trace out 
their anatomy and connectivity, or various proteins that measure or modulate neuronal 
activity and allow us to study circuit function (Fig. 2). using this genetic toolkit, we have 
constructed a cellular resolution wiring diagram of the entire fru circuit [1] (Fig. 3) Now, we 
can begin to examine what each of type of fru neuron contributes to courtship, the nature 
of the signals it processes, and how and to what extent sexually dimorphic processing 
leads to the distinct behaviours of males and females. We have started this analysis with 
an analysis of the circuitry for courtship song [2], and are currently tracing the pheromone 
processing pathways that feed into these song circuits.
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Figure 1: fru+ neurons in the CNS, shown in green. Synapses are stained in magenta. This is a 
confocal image of the brain and ventral nerve cord of a fruGAL4 UAS-GFP male.

Figure 2: Genetic dissection of fru+ neurons in the central brain. The image shows processes 
of fru neurons in the male brain, visualized with GFP (green, left), and their digitial 
reconstruction into a 3D cellular resolution atlas (right).

Figure 3: The fru circuit.

The female brain
We are also currently examining the sensory pathways that process and integrate the 
two male signals that inf luence the female’s mating decision: his courtship song and his 
pheromone profile. a third important factor in the female’s decision is her own mating 
status. Females that have recently mated are usually reluctant to do so again. This is due to 
a small peptide, called the sex peptide (Sp), that is present in the first male’s seminal f luid. 
We have recently identified a molecular receptor for Sp, a G-protein coupled receptor we call 
SpR (sex peptide receptor), and shown that it acts in a small subset of fru+ sensory neurons 
that innervate the reproductive tract and project axons into the central nervous system 
[3]. Our ongoing efforts are aimed at understanding what Sp does to these neurons, and to 
characterise the neural pathways in the brain that further process this signal – ultimately 
integrating it with the song and pheromone signals to guide the female’s mating decision. 
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The skeleton is essential for vertebrates; it supports the body, provides the mechanical framework 
for physical movements, and protects internal organs.  During embryonic development the sites 
where the future skeletal elements (bones) are formed and their size as well as the positions of 
articulations ( joints) are determined.  Most skeletal elements are formed as cartilaginous templates 
and need to be remodeled into bony tissue to strengthen the skeleton - this process is referred to 
as endochondral ossification.  We use mouse as a model organism to gain insight how different 
aspects of skeletogenesis are regulated by Wnt-signaling pathways during embryonic and postnatal 
development.  In addition, we use mouse embryonic stem cells to dissect the different functions 
of β-catenin, a core component of the canonical Wnt-pathway, in signaling and cell-adhesion.

Regulation of cell lineage dif ferentiation

The dif ferent cell types of the appendicular skeleton, chondrocytes, osteoblasts and the 
cells contributing to the future synovial joints are of mesenchymal origin.  Over the past 
years we demonstrated that the canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway plays very important 
roles for the differentiation of the different skeletal lineages in the mouse (see Figure 1).  In 
the absence of functional canonical β-catenin signaling, osteoblast precursors, the osteo-
chondroprogenitor cells, dif ferentiate into chondrocytes (hill et al., 2005).  Furthermore, 
we have shown that the canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway is required to suppress the 
chondrogenic potential of cells in the joint interzone (Spaeter et al., 2006). This suggests 
that dif ferentiation along the chondrocyte lineage may be the default and that increased 
levels of β-catenin are required to enable the dif ferentiation along the other two lineages.

Dif ferentiation and Maturation of Chondrocytes

The various skeletal elements of the vertebrate skeleton dif fer in size and shape, but little 
is known about the molecular mechanisms controlling these two features. Nevertheless, 
perturbations in the chondrocyte maturation process lead to changes in the size of 
skeletal elements.  Studying knock-out animals for Wnt9a we uncovered a very specific 
requirement for this Wnt-ligand during long-bone development: Wnt9a via β-catenin 
controls the expression of the central regulator of chondrocyte maturation, Indian 
hedgehog, in prehypertrophic chondrocytes in a spatio-temporal manner (Spaeter et al., 
2006).  Thus, providing a mechanism to fine-tune the size of the future skeletal element.  
Currently, we are interested in the regulation of hypertrophic chondrocyte maturation 
and of their removal and turnover into trabecular bone and study amongst others the 
role of β-catenin in this process.

as we have previously uncovered a potential role for Calcium/Calmodulin dependent 
kinase II (CaMKII) in the maturation process of chondrocytes in the chick (Taschner et al., 
2008) (Figure 2), we are currently analyzing whether this kinase plays a similar role in the 
mouse using transgenic approaches. 
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Synovial joint development

Wnt9a was identified as a major player for the induction of synovial joint development in 
chick studies (hartmann and Tabin, 2001).  In the mouse, Wnt9a is expressed in the early 
joint interzone and, af ter the formation of the synovial joint, in the articular cartilage 
and joint capsule cells.  loss of Wnt9a results in ectopic cartilage nodule formation in 
the humeral-radial joint.  In humans this phenotype is known as synovial chondroid 
metaplasia.  Two other Wnt-genes are also expressed in the joint regions, Wnt4 and Wnt16.  
Wnt4;Wnt9a double-mutant mice show synovial chondroid metaplasia in two additional 
joints and fusions of carpal and tarsal elements (Später et al., 2006a, 2006b), but not 
complete fusion of all joints.  In conclusion, the embryonic phenotypes point to a role 
for Wnts maintaining joint integrity.

β-catenin – co-transcriptional activity versus cell 
adhesion function
We used mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) to distinguish between the requirements 
of β-catenin in functioning as a transcriptional co-activator and as a component of cell 
adherens junctions.  mESCs deficient for β-catenin function show no self-renewing defects 
under standard conditions (lIF & Serum) and only minor cell adhesion defects (Figure 
3a).  however, these cells fail to dif ferentiate into derivatives of all three germ layers and 
show massive cell adhesion defects during dif ferentiation.  Rescue experiments using a 
Tcf/lef-signaling defective, but cell adhesion competent variant of β-catenin revealed 
a requirement for the cell adhesion function of β-catenin for the derivation of neurons 
(an ectodermal derivative) and for the definitive endoderm, while rescuing cell-adhesion 
did not inf luence mesoderm formation (Figure 3b) (lyashenko et al., 2011).  hence, the 
function of β-catenin in cell-adhesion is probably playing are marginal role compared 
to its function as a transcriptional co-activator in the formation of mesoderm.  We are 
currently developing tools that may allow us to distinguish between these two roles 
during embryonic development.

Figure 1: β-catenin levels need to be modulated during skeletal lineage differentiation: only mesenchymal cells expressing low levels of β-catenin can differentiate 
into skeletal precursor which will give rise to osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and cells of the joint.  Within the osteoblast and joint lineage, β-catenin levels need 
to be increased to enable the differentiation into osteoblasts and cells of the joint, respectively. While within the chondrocyte lineage β-catenin levels need 
to be maintained at a low level. 

Figure 2: a) Expression of an constitutively active form of CaMKII (caCaMKII) results in lengthening of the skeletal elements in the infected right (R) chicken limb, 
while expression of the inhibitor CaMK-K2N results in shortening of the infected R limb. b) Lengthening of the skeletal element is associated with the down-
regulation of c-fos expression (green) in the caCaMKII infected regions (red). 

Figure 3: a) Staining for β-catenin, plakoglobin und E-cadherin in β-catenin fl/fl and deficient ∆/∆ ESCs under self-renewal conditions. b) Staining for β-catenin, the 
endodermal markers Gata4 and Cxcr4, as well as the neuronal marker β3-tubulin in embryoid bodies derived from β-catenin fl/fl, ∆/∆ ESCs and ∆/∆ ESCs 
carrying the transcriptional inactive variant of β-catenin (resc∆C.)
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Survival critically depends on recognizing what is important, and initiating appropriate behavioral 
responses - a process modulated by emotions. Fear, for instance, associates stimuli with threat and 
evokes defensive behaviors; emotions associated with reward induce the opposite. Emotions are 
a focal aspect of our mental selves, and linked to a variety of psychological conditions. But how 
are emotions wired in the brain? To investigate their underlying neural basis, we use molecular, 
pharmacogenetic, and optogenetic methods to map neural circuits for emotional behaviors in 
mice. Combining these manipulations with electrophysiological methods, we explore how these 
circuits control emotional states, and how genes and psychoactive drugs, in turn, modulate circuit 
activity, emotional states and behavior.

understanding how various emotions emerge from the neurocircuitry of the brain and how 
these emotional states are modulated by genes and pharmacology is a complex problem. 
One straightforward approach is to investigate, in exemplary fashion, how basic emotions 
are processed in selected key elements of the brain emotion system. Numerous studies 
have established the limbic system as the central hub in emotion processing (leDoux, 
2000). It integrates sensory information, encodes emotional states, and instructs other 
brain centers to regulate physiology and behavior. however, it consists of many distinct 
and highly interconnected neuronal populations. Resolving how emotions are processed 
in this network at the level of single neural circuits is a major challenge. To address this 
problem, we combine genetic manipulation of brain circuitry to map circuit anatomy 
and function (luo et al., 2008), using electrophysiological recordings (Du et al., 2009) for 
probing circuit interactions. 

Circuit mechanics of emotions

In a first foray, we are screening for local limbic microcircuits that could serve as key 
emotion hubs. pharmacogenetics, optogenetics, and viral tracing disclosed a local inhibitory 
circuit of two antagonistic neuronal populations in the lateral central amygdala (CEl) that 
gates amygdala output to control conditioned fear (haubensak et al., 2010). Results from 
combined pharmacogenetics and in vivo electrophysiological recordings suggest that 
antagonistic neuronal populations operate like a seesaw which alternates between two 
states: in the absence of a conditioned stimulus (CS), so called CEl-off neurons, identified by 
the expression of pKCδ (Figure 1a), are active, inhibiting their counterpart CEl-on neurons 
and amygdala output; in the presence of the CS, CEl-on neurons are active, inhibiting 
CEl-of f neurons, which disinhibits amygdala output and fear signals to the brain stem 
(Figure 1B). In support of this model, initial pharmacogenetic experiments have shown 
that a reduction of CEl-of f neuronal activity results in significantly higher amygdala 
output and conditioned freezing than usual. We are currently validating the proposed 
circuit mechanics with neural modeling (Figure 1C), optogenetic perturbations (Fig. 2a), 
electrophysiology and behavior. using a similar strategy, we will screen for, and analyze, 
other local microcircuits in a similar manner to reveal general motifs in the neural circuit 
organization of emotion and brain function. 

however, these microcircuits do not operate in isolation, but rather in cooperation with 
other brain structures. Cortical inputs, for instance, would make an excellent substrate for 
the top-down control of emotions by higher cognitive processes. Virus-based anatomical 
circuit tracing will identify this macrocircuit in- and output and establish core networks for 
emotions. Subsequent pharmaco- and optogenetic circuit manipulation in combination 
with in vivo electrophysiological recordings in pavlovian fear conditioning will resolve 
circuit interactions in these networks.

WulF hauBENSaK
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Figure 1: CE circuitry gates fear. A, PKCδ identifies a subpopulation of neurons in CE. B, Neural circuit model of information flow through the CE. C, Simulation of 
neural activity in CE during inhibitory gating. BLA, basolateral amygala; CEl/m, lateral/medial central amygdala; Thal, thalamus. 

Figure 2: CE circuit manipulation modulates fear. A, Left, Combinatorial viral/transgenic optogenetic targeting of CEl PKCδ+ neurons. Right, Light-induced changes 
in fear upon activating CEm output (red; Fig. 1B) or CEl PKCδ+ neurons (blue; Fig. 1B). B, Drug-induced neural activity and c-fos expression in CEl. ChR2, 
channelrhodopsin; BLA, basolateral amygala; CEl/m, lateral/medial central amygdala.

In general, emotions like fear and reward states are represented in a two-dimensional 
space by their af fective valence and arousal (Calder, lawrence et al. 2001). We therefore 
hypothesize that emotions are encoded by a set of circuits for positive or negative valence 
and valence non-specific circuits for arousal, and that their relative activity determines 
emotional states and drives fear avoidance and reward-seeking behavioral responses.  
We will address this by comparing where pathways of fear and reward diverge and 
converge. The results will reveal how valence and intensity, the two principle dimensions 
of emotions, are represented in emotion circuits. 

Genetic and pharmacological modulation of emotional 
states
While the molecular mechanics by which genes and drugs control neural activity at the 
cellular level have been worked out in great detail, the circuit mechanics by which this 
translates into behavior changes have not yet been resolved. We surmise that the circuits 
identified above serve as an ideal field to study this problem. To this end we will investigate 
gene effects (anxiolytic and anxiogenic genes and polymorphisms) and the effects of drugs 
(anxiolytics, addictive drugs) on the activity of the emotion network identified above, and 
explore how these changes in activity modulate emotional states and behavior. Indeed, 
preliminary results suggest that CE circuits are a target of psychoactive drugs, which alter 
the balance of neural activity in this network (Figure 2B). 

Taken together, we hope our research will disclose general principles of the network 
organization of emotions and provide a framework for understanding the genetics and 
pharmacology of emotions in health and disease conditions like anxiety disorders or 
addiction.
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Discoveries in bioscience are stimulated by the development of new scientific tools. We have 
focused on pushing low-invasive fluorescence techniques beyond their usual spatial and temporal 
resolution limits. Approaches such as these offer the prospect of studying the unperturbed dynamics 
and interactions of biomolecules under physiological conditions.

ultra-fast Superresolution

Fluorescence techniques typically suffer from a resolution limit of ~300 nm due to the 
nature of light. To overcome the dif fraction limit over a given spatial region, one requires 
an additional degree of freedom. Extensive ef forts have been made to improve the 
resolution limit by using the temporal degree of freedom. These include approaches 
based on selective illumination or localization of emitters. The drawback is that imaging 
rates are limited by the scan speed or the intrinsic nature of the underlying photophysics 
(e.g. blinking, bleaching, and activation of emitters). We are thus still missing an imaging 
technique that provides high spatial as well as dynamic resolution. The goal of our research 
is to fill this gap.

an alternative approach towards superresolution is to sacrifice larger-scale features by 
scattering the near field of an object in a predictable fashion [liu et al 2007]. We have 
shown how the loss of large-scale details can be compensated by use of of f-resonance 
near-field lenses combined with real-time spectral analysis of the scattered fields [Elsayad 
et al. 2010]. We are currently working on the design and production of such devices.

plasmonic rulers: When material science meets biology

an additional drawback of many “superresolution” techniques is the dif ficulty to obtain 
high resolution in axial (z) direction. This is compounded by the fact that the axial 
dif fraction limit is already larger than that in the lateral (xy) direction. We have countered 
this problem by developing a technique that utilizes distance-dependent interactions of 
emitters with electronic excitations in certain metal-dielectric (MD)-coated substrates. 
The modified f luorescence rates can be accurately modeled, and the position of the 
emitters from the structure can be calculated on-the-f ly by measuring the spectrum over 
several discrete wavelength ranges. We have shown that, for several common dyes, this 
provides improvements in axial resolution by a factor of ~30 (Δz = 10-20 nm at visible 
wavelengths). The advantages of the technique named COCOS (Color-Coded Optical 
Nano-Sectioning) are its af fordability and compatibility with conventional microscopy 
techniques. a disadvantage at the present time is that it is only ef fective in the 10- to 
100-nm vicinity of surfaces. Results of a typical COCOS image and reconstruction of the 
average axial position of the protein paxillin at fibroblast adhesions is shown in Figure1. 
The obtained average axial distance is in good agreement with previous EM sectioning 
studies, indicating that paxillin is located at a distance of 20 to 40 nm from the substrate.
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It would be interesting to dynamically measure the separation between two molecules 
during a biological process. a popular technique for separations of ~10nm is Forster Resonant 
Energy Transfer (FRET), whereas separations on the order of the wavelength (larger than 
300-600nm) can be inferred using conventional optical techniques. however, FRET cannot 
be used to measure distances larger than10 nm, leaving a “gap” in the ability of optical 
techniques to measure distances on the 10- to 100-nm scale. We have recently shown 
that the FRET distance between molecules in the vicinity of certain MD-coated substrates 
can be increased by more than one order of magnitude, thus completely filling this ”gap”. 
The effect is a result of an additional energy transfer mechanism, wherein emitters couple 
to collective electronic excitations in the MD which can subsequently excite acceptors. 
For our design of structures, this ef fect dominates inter-molecular energy transfer at 
distances of 10-200nm. Such coated substrates are biocompatible, and – compared to 
conventional FRET – even provide a more robust ruler with higher transfer ef ficiencies 
for smaller spectral overlaps of donor and acceptor. This paves the way for applications 
in biology as well as for designing artificial light-harvesting devices. Ef forts are under way 
to develop lab-on-chip type devices that utilize this ef fect.

Figure 1: Color-Coded Optical Nano-Sectioning 
(COCOS). Sketch of the COCOS setup used 
for imaging near the surfaces of coated 
substrates (a); Laser Scanning Microscopy 
image of an NIH 3T3 fibroblast cell on 
metal-dielectric substrate showing 
fluorescence of Alexa488 stained paxillin (b, 
λem=519, λexc=465nm, scale-bar=10μm); 
area indicated in red shows pixels over 
which the spectrum was analyzed to obtain 
the distance distribution in (c) inferred 
from Δλ =9.7nm resolution spectrum 
(λ=480–800nm). 

Figure 2: Energy transfer rate in the presence of 
metal/dielectric surface. Plots show the 
enhancement in transfer rates (relative to 
the condition when the substrate is absent) 
from an excited state emitter at z=z

2
 to 

a ground state acceptor at z=z
1
. The two 

cases shown are for parallel (top) and 
perpendicular (bottom) emission/excitation 
dipole orientations relative to the substrate 
interface. Here, donor and acceptor were 
modeled as CFP and YFP. The structure was 
designed to have a cut-off frequency that 
coincided with the respective spectra. The 
false color map indicates an enhancement 
range from -0.3 (dark red) to >500 (white).
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One of the most remarkable aspects of life, whether it be a single cell or a multicellular organism, 
is the ability to move. This is even more astounding when one considers that this movement is 
frequently equipped with directionality. Whether it be a migratory bird that crosses continents, or 
a cell that inches forward a micrometer at a time, both have a drive, a direction and a destination. 
What molecular mechanisms underlie this migration? The Keays lab is investigating two very 
different forms of migration: (1) the migration of neurons; and (2) the migration of animals 
mediated by magnetic information. 

Tubulins in Neuronal Migration and Disease

Neuronal migration underlies the organisation of the mammalian brain. all neurons 
that are born in the proliferative ventricular zones migrate to their final destination by 
extending their primary neurites and translocating their nuclei. This migration is crucial as 
it determines the destination of a given neuron as well as the circuit in which it operates. 
Moreover, a host of neurodevelopmental diseases are known to be linked to defective 
neuronal migration. an example is lissencephaly, a disease that is characterised by a 
“smooth brain”, epilepsy and mental retardation. 

We have shown that mutations in an alpha tubulin gene (TuBa1a) cause lissencephaly 
in humans and neuronal migration abnormalities in mice (Keays et al, 2007) (Figure 1). 
The importance of the tubulin gene family in neuronal migration is further evidenced 
by our finding that mutations in a beta tubulin gene (TuBB2B) (Jalgin et al, 2009), cause 
another rare neurdevelopmental disorder known as asymmetric polymicrogyria. To gain 
insight into the role of dif ferent tubulin genes, how they cause disease, and the molecular 
mechanisms  underlying the migration of neurons the Keays lab is employing the mouse as 
a model system (Figure 2). To complement these murine studies we are taking advantage 
of next generation sequencing, and in collaboration with a network of clinical colleagues, 
sequencing the exomes of patients with sporadic neuronal migration disorders. These 
genetic studies have already identified a number of new disease causing genes which are 
currently being functionally interrogated. 

Circuits, Cells and Molecules in Magnetoreception

Many species on the planet, whether they be birds, fish or insects rely on the earths 
magnetic field to guide migration or assist navigation. This remarkable sense is known 
as magnetoreception. One idea that aims to explain how animals detect magnetic fields 
is known as the magnetite based theory of magnetoreception. This theory holds that 
mechanosensitive ion channels coupled to an intracellular compass made of an iron oxide 
called magnetite (Fe

3
O

4
) transduce local magnetic information into a neuronal impulse.

This hypothesis originates from the discovery of magnetotactic bacteria. These aquatic 
bacteria use the Earth’s magnetic field to direct swimming towards growth-favouring 
regions in natural waters. It has been shown that magnetotatic bacteria possess organelles 
called magnetosomes. Magnetosomes consist of membrane-enclosed magnetite crystals 
that twist into alignment with the Earth’s magnetic field – thereby directing bacterial 
movement. The theory of magnetite based magnetoreception has been supported by the 
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discovery of magnetite in a range of other organisms that detect and respond to magnetic 
fields; most notably birds, fish and bees. 

The Keays lab is investigating the magnetite based theory of magnetoreception employing 
the pigeon Columbia livia as a model system. Our current efforts are focused on the upper 
beak of the pigeon as the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve is required for 
magnetoreception in pigeons (Mora et al, 2004). To identify magnetic cells we have built 
a “magnetoscope” which enables us to identify cells based on their intrinsic magnetic 
properties. With the recent release of the pigeon genome we are complementing these 
cellular studies with transcriptomics and molecular profiling. Our ultimate objective is to 
identify the molecules nature employs to construct a magnetoreceptor. 

3

2
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Figure 1: The Jenna mutant mouse. This mouse harbours a S140G 
mutation in the Tuba1a gene which results in defect neuronal 
migration during development. As a consequence the Jenna 
mouse is characterised by abnormal lamination of the 
hippocampus that is accompanied by hyperactivity and 
deficits in cognitive tasks. 

Figure 2: The developing hippocampus in the Jenna mutant mouse. 
TBR2 staining of dentate progenitor cells at birth in wild type 
mice (A) and the Jenna mutant mouse (B). This experiment 
revealed a disorganised subgranular zone in mutant animals, 
a result of abnormal migration in utereo.

Figure 3: Nathaniel Edelman operating the magnetoscope, which 
is able to identify cells based on their intrinsic magnetic 
moment. 
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To survive and reproduce in ever-changing environment, animals need to be able to modulate 
their behaviour upon experience. We seek to understand this process of learning and memory by 
studying a specific form of behavioural plasticity in Drosophila at the molecular, cellular, and 
circuit levels. 

The learning paradigm we have chosen to investigate is courtship conditioning in Drosophila. 
This is naturally occurring form of learning in which males learn to choose appropriate 
females as courtship objects. Naïve Drosophila males court both mated and virgin females, 
yet only virgins will be receptive to their mating attempts. Mated females actively reject 
courting males. having experienced such rejection, a male is subsequently less inclined 
to court other mated females, but will still court virgin females as vigorously as a socially 
naive male (Fig.1). as with many other learning paradigms, this behavioural modification 
can be of either short or long duration, depending on the training regime. We aim to 
understand the molecular, cellular and circuit mechanisms that underlie this robust and 
powerful form of memory.
 

Molecular mechanisms of courtship memory 

Despite the many molecular factors and even whole molecular pathways that have been 
implicated in learning and memory over last thirty years, there are clearly still many more 
essential molecular components of memory formation to be discovered. With the powerful 
new genetic tools available in Drosophila, we can now use genome-wide transgeneic RNai 
to systematically test the function of every gene in Drosophila genome. We are currently 
conducting such a genome-wide RNai screen to identify the genes required for courtship 
memory. We hope here to both discover new genes and pathways involved in courtship 
conditiong, and to gain further insight into those that have already been implicated in 
this form of learning and memory.

One phylogenetically conserved class of proteins already known to function in learning 
and memory are the CpEB proteins [1]. The molecular basis for this function remains 
however obscure. CpEB proteins are thought to regulate RNa trafficking and/or translation, 
and thus might contribute to local protein synthesis in activated synapses. To test this 
hypothesis for the Drosophila CpEB protein Orb2, we have generated orb2attp allele (Fig.2), 
which allowed us to rapidly introduce any modification of the endogenous Orb2 protein 
in the tissue selective manner and test its role in courtship conditioning.  With this system 
we can investigate the precise structural requirements for Orb2 function in long-term 
memory, examine its subcellular localization and traf ficking, and identify specific RNas 
or proteins that interact with Orb2.

Circuit mechanisms of courtship learning

To understand how courtship conditioning is implemented in the Drosophila brain, we 
also need to delineate the underlying neuronal circuit at the cellular resolution. What 
are the sensory cues important for this learning, how are they processed, how is this 
processing modulated by experience, and how does plasticity at the circuit level translate 
into behavioural plasticity? 
 
We have recently uncovered a simple learning rule and identified key components of 
the neuronal circuit of courtship conditioning. Courtship learning ref lects an enhanced 
behavioural response to the male pheromone cis-vaccenyl acetate (cVa), which remains 
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Figure 1: Courtship conditioning. When tested with unreceptive mated females, males previously 
exposed during the training to mated females court less than naïve (sham-trained) males 
(CI = courtship index; CI

trained
 < CI

naïve
)

Figure 2: Strategy to modify orb2 endogenous locus. An attP allele of orb2 has been generated by 
homologous recombination and then using the phiC31 site specific transgenesis system, 
any desired modification was introduced into the orb2 endogenous locus.

Figure 3: Dopaminergic aSP13 neuron innervate MB gamma lobe. After experience with unreceptive 
mated female, dopaminergic neuron aSP13 release dopamine on the MB gamma lobe 
which enhances the behavioural response of the male to the pheromone cVA and the 
ability to discriminate between the virgin and mated female.

on females after mating and distinguishes them from virgins. We have identified a specific 
class of dopaminergic neuron, aSp13 in the protocerebrum that is critical for courtship 
learning and provides input to the mushroom body (MB) gamma lobe (Fig.3). We postulate 
that, during learning, dopamine modulates the processing of cVa signals within the 
gamma lobe neurons, resulting in an increased sensitivity to cVa and hence an increased 
ability to discriminate mated females from virgins [2]. Our ongoing efforts are aimed at 
identifying additional components of this circuit, and to determine how cVa signals are 
processed within it, with the ultimate goal of understanding how courtship conditioning 
is implemented in the Drosophila brain.

The long-term goal of these studies is to provide a complete picture of how the specific 
experience of courtship rejection modulates Drosophila male’s subsequent mating strategy. 
We hope that this will serve as a paradigm for more complex forms of learning and memory 
in the f ly and other species.
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Membrane-associated processes are a fundamental characteristic of all living cells. They ensure 
that the cells are able to effectively communicate with, and adapt to, their environment.  The 
cells achieve this by either physically translocating molecules to the opposite site of a membrane 
or by receiving, transmitting, and amplifying incoming signals.
Our laboratory is interested in understanding the molecular mechanism underlying such processes. 
Specifically, we focus on machineries capable of translocating bacterial toxins into eukaryotic cells.

Microbial pathogenesis

Many animal and plant pathogens share the same principles of infecting host cell organisms: 
they translocate specific bacterial toxins (collectively referred to as “effector proteins”), which 
originate from the bacterial cytoplasm, directly into the cytoplasm of a eukaryotic host 
cell. as a result, translocated effector proteins have the remarkable capacity to modulate 
various host-cell pathways, including endocytic trafficking, gene expression, programmed 
cell death, or cytoskeleton dynamics that induce membrane ruff ling and subsequently 
render the host accessible to bacterial infection. at the heart of this process is the type-3 
secretion system (T3SS), a protein-delivery machine that establishes intimate contact 
between the microorganism and the host cell, and permits safe and unidirectional passage 
of specific effectors. These systems are widespread among Gram-negative animal pathogens, 
including Yersinia, Pseudonomas, Shigella, enteropathogenic and enterohemorrhagic E. coli 
(EpEC and EhEC, respectively), or Salmonella, and the plant pathogens Erwinia, Ralstonia or 
Xanthomonas. They are essential for the onset of a variety of diseases ranging from diarrhea, 
bubonic plaque, even with fatal outcomes, to fire blight and bacterial wilt. While the task 
of translocating proteins from one compartment to the other has been basically solved in 
nature (for example the targeting and/or secretion of proteins through the Sec-system or 
the Tat-system), the contextual situation is complicated by the fact that the translocation 
must occur through a number of environments, which includes two bacterial membranes 
and one eukaryotic membrane, the periplasmic and the extracellular space. Consequently, 
the nature of a T3SS system is complex in terms of specific mechanistic details as well 
as the organization of all involved components. using Salmonella typhiumurium, we are 
investigating the molecular mechanisms and structural framework required to translocate 
ef fector proteins specifically and safely into eukaryotic cells.

architecture of the needle complex of the T3SS:

The core, and probably the most prominent structure of the T3SS (SpI-1), is the needle 
complex. It is a ‘syringe’-like multi-component system. Overall, the needle complex is a large 
(approximately 30x80nm) cylindrical complex. In its native environment it is embedded 
in the inner as well as outer membranes, spans the periplasmic space, and protrudes into 
the extracellular environment with a needle filament. Its overall architecture provides a 
structural framework for a direct connection of bacterial and host cell cytoplasm, and 
delineates the secretion pathway through the needle complex.  although the needle 
complex is about 3.5 MDa in size, its overall shape is dictated by only f ive proteins. 
Nevertheless, mutually exclusive models of the individual protein organization have been 
described in the past. These models were rendered complex by a paucity of positional 
information, incorrect assumptions about the symmetry and stoichiometry of ring-forming 
base proteins, and consequent dif ficulties of modeling. Our laboratory was the first to 
provide an experimentally validated map of the topology of the proteins within the 
complex (Schraidt et al., 2010). We subsequently determined the structure of this large 
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organelle to sub-nanometer resolution by cryo EM and single particle analysis (Schraidt 
& Marlovits, 2011). The structure will serve as a basis to further understand the structural 
determinants required to form ring-like structures in membrane-embedded systems, and 
may also be used to design small molecules that interfere with the assembly pathway.

assembly of the T3SS: 

Our topological analysis revealed that additional proteins must be present. These constitute 
the cup/socket structure which is located in the center of the needle complex (export 
apparatus). using mass spectrometry, we were able to identify five additional candidate 
proteins that co-fractionate in marginal quantities with purif ied needle complexes. 
Subsequent structural analysis revealed the absence of the cup/socket, suggesting that 
one or more of these proteins are required to build up the cup/socket (Figure 3).  We were 
also able to show that these proteins nucleate the coordinated assembly of the needle 
complex (Wagner et al., 2010)

Structural plasticity of the needle filament

Efficient effector protein translocation is known to occur only after host cell contact. Therefore, 
it is conceivable that the extracellular filament is a key player in the transmission of this 
information, probably due to small conformational changes throughout the filament. This 
hypothesis is supported by mutations found in the homologous Shigella needle filament, 
which convert the system into a constitutively “on” state.  If this is true it would be justified 
to presume that the filament is provided with a certain degree of structural heterogeneity 
in order to accommodate the required conformational plasticity for signal transmission. 
We therefore analyzed the structure of the needle filament by cryo electron microscopy 
(Figure 3) and discovered that the structure is, indeed, highly variable (Galkin et al., 2010). 

although the design of the TTSS appears to be conceptually simple, many questions remain 
unanswered: how dynamic is the entire assembly process?  how are substrates recognized 
by the needle complex?  What is the molecular mechanism of protein translocation? We have 
started to address some of these questions. By understanding the molecular mechanism 
of TTSS-mediated protein transport, we hope to provide a basis for the development of 
novel therapeutic strategies that will either inhibit its activity or modify the system for 
targeted drug delivery.

Figure 1: Three-dimensional reconstruction of the needle complex to sub-nanometer resolution and docking of atomic structures of all available protein domains.

Figure 2: Formation of the socket/cup is dependent on the presence of export apparatus proteins (SpaPQRS, InvA).  Single-particle analysis of w.t. and ΔSpa  bases 
reveal marked differences in the cup and socket region. 

Figure 3: Structure of the extracellular needle filament.
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To pass the genome from one generation to the next, eukaryotic cells first replicate their DNA, then 
bi-orient chromosomes on the mitotic spindle, and finally separate their sister chromatids, thus 
permitting division of one cell into two genetically identical daughter cells. We wish to understand 
these processes at the molecular level. 

how is sister chromatid cohesion established and 
maintained?
Numerous sites in the genome are bound by cohesin complexes. During DNa replication 
these complexes establish physical connections between the newly synthesized sister 
chromatids. It is well established that the resulting cohesion is essential for chromosome 
segregation and repair of DNa damage, but how cohesion is established and maintained 
for many hours, or in the case of mammalian oocytes even for years, is poorly understood. 
We discovered recently that cohesin is converted into a ‘cohesive’ form that binds to DNa 
very stably by the protein Sororin, which associates with cohesin during DNa replication. 
Our data indicate that Sororin stabilizes cohesin on DNa by antagonizing a protein that 
can dissociate cohesin from DNa, known as Wapl.

how does cohesin control chromatin structure and gene 
regulation?
although cohesin is best known for its role in mediating cohesion, we and others have 
discovered that cohesin plays an important role in gene regulation. We suspect that these 
functions are the reason why cohesin binds to chromatin before cohesion is established, 
and why cohesin associates with DNa even in post-mitotic cells, which will never establish 
cohesion. We found that cohesin co-localizes in mammalian genomes with the transcriptional 
insulator protein CTCF and showed that cohesin is required for gene regulation at the 
imprinted H19-IGF2 locus. Gene expression at this locus is believed to be controlled by the 
formation of a chromatin loop which forms between CTCF sites specifically on the maternal 
allele. Our recent work indicates that cohesin is required for this chromatin interaction. 
We intend to test whether cohesin plays a general role in forming chromatin loops and 
understand the mechanistic basis of this function.

how is sister chromatid cohesion dissolved during 
mitosis?
Sister chromatid separation in anaphase depends on the removal of cohesin from 
chromosomes. We discovered a number of years ago that this process depends on two 
mechanisms in vertebrate cells: the dissociation of cohesin from chromosome arms 
in prophase and the proteoly tic cleavage of cohesin at centromeres in metaphase.  
The prophase pathway depends on the cohesin-associated protein Wapl, whereas the 
metaphase pathway is mediated by the protease separase. although the prophase pathway 
was identified several years ago, its function and importance for chromosome segregation 
are still unknown. We therefore generated a conditional Wapl “knockout” mouse to study 
the role of the prophase pathway in vivo.
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Figure 1: Human mitotic chromosomes stained for condensin (red), cohesin (blue) and the 
centromere-specific histone Cenp-A (green). Courtsey of Peter Lenart.

Figure 2: Structure of human APC/C in different states. ‘Inhibited’, bound to the mitotic checkpoint 
complex (red); ‘primed’, bound to the coactivtor Cdh1 (red); ‘active’, bound to substrate 
(blue) and Cdh1. For details, see Herzog et al., Science 323, 1477-1481, and Buschhorn and 
Petzold et al., Nat. Struct. Mol. Biol. 18, 6-13, 2011.

Figure 3: Human cells (HeLa) in prometaphase (left), metaphase (middle) and anaphase (right) 
stained for histone H3 phosphorylated on serine 10 (2nd row; blue in the merged images in 
the top row), a centromere protein (3rd row¸ red in the merged images in the top row) and 
α-tubulin (bottom row; green in the merged images in the top row).

2
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how does the apC/C initiate anaphase?
In metaphase, when all chromosomes have been bi-oriented, the anaphase promoting 
complex/cyclosome (apC/C) is activated. The apC/C is a 1.5 MDa complex which assembles 
ubiquitin chains on securin and cyclin B. Subsequent destruction of these proteins by 
the 26S proteasome allows activation of separase, cleavage of centromeric cohesin, 
and sister chromatid separation. until chromosome bi-orientation is complete, apC/C is 
inhibited by the spindle assembly checkpoint (SaC). The SaC ensures that sister chromatids 
are only separated once chromosomes have been at tached to both spindle poles.  
Despite the crucial importance of the apC/C, many of its aspects are poorly understood: 
how this complex is inhibited by the SaC, how the inhibition is relieved in metaphase, 
and how active apC/C recruits and ubiquitylates its substrates. We are using biochemical 
assays and electron microscopic analyses of the apC/C in dif ferent functional states to 
address these questions.

MitoCheck /MitoSys

although mitosis has been studied for more than a century, our molecular understanding 
of this complicated process is far from complete. During the last five years the MitoCheck 
consortium funded by the European union has developed and used genomic and proteomic 
approaches to study mitosis. The consortium employed RNa inter ference screens to 
identify proteins required for mitosis in human cells, tagging of genes in bacterial artificial 
chromosomes (BaCs) for intracellular localization and affinity purification of these proteins, 
and mass spectrometry to identify protein complexes and mitosis-specific phosphorylation 
sites on these. This work has identified about 100 human protein complexes, many of 
which had previously not or only incompletely been characterized. Importantly, the 
approaches developed by MitoCheck can generally be used for high-throughput analysis 
of other processes in mammalian cells. In the future we will develop quantitative assays for 
mitosis in a new project funded by the European union, known by the name of MitoSys.
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Our lab is focused on the development, function, and plasticity of neuronal circuits. Specifically, 
we would like to know how memory is stored over long periods of time. This is fundamental in 
understanding the mind: memories of past experiences shape our personalities and influence 
our current perception.

a look into the brain

long-term storage of information about relevant experiences is essential for successful 
adaptation of human and animal behavior in a changing environment. a current model 
of memory formation suggests plastic adaptations in neuronal connections (synapses) 
caused by relevant experiences. Yet, how such changes in synaptic connectivity lead to 
the formation of a memory trace remains elusive. how is the processing of external stimuli 
altered after the formation of a memory? how are we able to continuously store novel 
memories in a given neuronal circuit without corrupting previously stored memories? In 
order to understand the mechanisms by which multiple memory traces are coordinated, 
we are currently applying in vivo imaging techniques to the auditory cortex of mice. 
The auditory cortex mediates processing of sounds and is involved in the formation of 
memories of sounds.

Two-photon laser scanning microscopy in transgenic animals expressing green fluorescent 
protein in just a small subset of cells permits the same neurons, and even the same 
individual synapses, to be revisited day after day. This is truly remarkable because we 
estimate that the brain comprises about 10 trillion (1013) synapses. We find that neocortical 
circuits are highly dynamic: remodeling occurs by the formation/elimination of synaptic 
connections as well as adaptations in the strength of existing connections. We are currently 
investigating the impact of auditory learning paradigms on the dynamics of a given set 
of synapses in the auditory cortex.

In vivo imaging not only permits analysis of synaptic connections, but also monitoring of 
neuronal activity in tens of neurons simultaneously. action potential-mediated increases 
in calcium levels can be detected as changes in f luorescence of calcium indicators. We 
are investigating activity patterns elicited by various sounds in neuronal populations 
of the auditory cortex in order to learn about the principles how sounds are encoded 
and recognized in the brain. We observe that activity in layer 2/3 neuronal ensembles is 
surprisingly strongly constrained into very few response modes. Interestingly, these discrete 
activity modes can serve as a representational basis to predict generalization behavior in 
an auditory discrimination task. Our findings point toward a model of neocortical function 
in which external stimuli are represented in a broad basis set of spontaneous associations 
into common activity patterns, and classified by sharp transition across the activity patterns. 
In the future we will investigate the circuit mechanisms that lead to the generation of 
sounds representations in discrete activity modes, and to what extent auditory learning 
paradigms cause changes in these neuronal representations of memorized sounds. 

Jointly, these approaches will pave the way for a series of novel experiments addressing 
the storage of information in living neuronal networks: a field of research that has been 
almost exclusively the domain of theoretical neuroscientists thus far.
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Figure 1: Imaging the auditory cortex. (A) Mapping tonotopic organization of the auditory cortex 
using intrinsic imaging. (B) Using calcium imaging to monitor sound-evoked responses in 
multiple neurons simultaneously. Average population activity of 62 neurons in response 
to three different sounds. (C) Two-photon images of an individual neuronal process with 
synaptic contacts (so called spines, indicated by arrows) taken on different days. The 
connectivity of the neuron can be monitored by following the appearance, disappearance, 
and size of synaptic spines.

Figure 2: Measuring auditory perception in mice. (A) Mice are trained to discriminate two sound 
stimuli: S+ predicting the availability of a water reward when the mouse keeps licking on 
a water spout; S- predicting a mildly aversive air puff that can be avoided when the mouse 
suppresses licking. (B) Example of a sequence of trials from a well-trained mouse. Positively 
(S+) and negatively (S-) reinforced sounds are shown as short and long spikes on the 
dark-blue trace. The mouse stays on the licking spout (IR beam break) selectively after the 
positive sound to obtain the water reward. Mice spontaneously categorize non-reinforced 
off-target sounds and thus indicate whether the sound is perceived as being more similar to 
S+ or S-.

Figure 3: Genetic approaches to photolabel individual neurons. Expression of 
photoactivatable GFP (PA-GFP) permits photolabeling of neurons after functional 
characterization using calcium imaging. The figure shows a coronal section of the auditory 
cortex taken from a transgenic mouse expressing PA-GFP immunostained for a neuronal 
marker (NeuN, blue), inhibitory neurons (GABA, red), and PA-GFP (green). 
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The regulation of gene expression in response to developmental or environmental stimuli is a 
crucial mechanism in all organisms. Transcription is regulated by trans-acting transcription factors 
that recognize cis-regulatory DNA elements (CRMs or enhancers) and function in a combinatorial 
fashion. Enhancers retain their activity even when placed in artificial contexts (e.g. in reporter 
gene assays), but the exact requirements for enhancer function, i.e. a regulatory code, remains 
unknown and enhancer activity cannot be predicted from the DNA sequence.

Employing an interdisciplinary approach, we use both bioinformatics- and molecular 
biology-based methods to achieve a systematic understanding of the structure and 
function of enhancers. Our goal is to “crack” the regulatory code, predict enhancer activity 
from the DNa sequence, and understand how transcriptional networks define cellular and 
developmental programs.

The regulator y code of context-specific transcription factor binding
Transcription factors are employed in different contexts, i.e. in various tissues or at different 
stages of development. Typically, they bind to and regulate context-specific targets that are 
determined by the respective enhancer sequences and transcription factor combinatorics. 
We use tissue-specific ChIp-Seq, bioinformatics, and machine learning to determine the 
sequence determinants of context-specific transcription factor binding in Drosophila, 
i.e. the combinations of partner motifs that determine binding in each context. We focus 
on transcription factor binding during embryonic mesoderm and muscle development 
(Zinzen et al., 2009). We find that many motifs are differentially distributed between binding 
sites at dif ferent stages (Figure 2) and that this dif ferential distribution is predictive of 
stage-specific binding. Our results further suggest that the transcription factors vielfaltig/
zelda and tramtrack are important determinants of transcription factor binding in the early 
embryo (Yáñez Cuna et al., submitted). We are also establishing tissue-specific ChIp-Seq 
in Drosophila to determine the tissue-specific targets of the circadian clock factors and 
homeobox (hox) transcription factors.

In vivo and in vitro enhancer screens
Collections of enhancers that function similarly across cell types would be an invaluable 
resource to study the sequence basis of enhancer activity. The Vienna-Tiles (VT) library 
established in collaboration with the Dickson lab and the VDRC consists of currently 
about 8000 transcriptional reporter constructs integrated at a single defined genomic 
position in transgenic Drosophila lines, each carrying a distinct ~2kb long candidate 
DNa fragment. We are determining the temporal and spatial enhancer activity of these 
fragments in transgenic Drosophila embryos by in situ hybridization against the reporter 
transcript. as of today, we have assayed more than 2000 enhancer candidates and have 
seen an activity-rate of ~40% with diverse activity patterns throughout embryogenesis  
(Figure 1). Interestingly, the activity rate increases from about 10% in early to about 35% in 
late embryos, ref lecting the increasing complexity of the embryo with increasingly many 
distinct tissues and cell types. In a pilot study, we have found that enhancers additively 
contribute to the overall expression pattern of a gene. Groups of enhancers with similar 
activity can be predicted based on transcription factor occupancy or the enhancers´ DNa 
sequences using machine learning approaches. We have also established a high-throughput 
screen based on next-generation sequencing (NGS) to measure enhancer activity in specific 
cell types, and will analyze the sequences using bioinformatics and machine learning tools.
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Enhancer activity and gene expression analysis by automatic image 
processing
We are developing computational tools to automatically find and extract embryos from 
whole-mount in situ images (Figure 1) and to compare enhancer activity patterns with gene 
expression patterns obtained from BDGp (Tomancak et al., 2007). We have established a 
collaboration with the Christoph lampert group (IST austria) on image analysis. Clustering 
genes and enhancers by their spatio-temporal co-expression and intersecting transcription 
factor expression patterns will enable us to suggest regulatory interactions and integrate 
these data with sequence analyses.

Comparative genomics and the evolution of transcriptional 
regulation
Functional elements in a genome are typically under evolutionary selection to maintain 
their functions in related organisms. In collaboration with the Zeitlinger group (Stowers 
Institute), we study in vivo transcription factor binding sites in 6 Drosophila species at 
various evolutionary distances from Drosophila melanogaster (Figure 3; he & Bardet et al., 
2011). We find that transcription factor binding is highly conserved in species as distant 
from D. melanogaster as platypus or chicken from human. Conserved binding correlates 
with sequence motifs for Twist and its partners, permitting the de novo discovery of 
their combinatorial binding. It also includes more than 10,000 low-occupancy sites 
near the detection limit, which tend to mark enhancers of later developmental stages. 
We have developed computational methods to score motif conservation across dif ferent 
Drosophila genomes. These enabled us to discover novel motif types, as well as identify 
functional targets of many transcription factors and microRNas with a high degree of 
certainty. Comparative genomics and related bioinformatics approaches will permit us to 
integrate our data and knowledge to predict developmental enhancers, regulatory targets 
for transcription factors, and the expression patterns of genes. They will also allow us to 
integrate microRNa-mediated regulation into regulatory networks and understand their 
role in tissue-specific expression programs.

Novel methods based on next-generation sequencing (NGS)
high-throughput next-generation sequencing has become the basis of many novel methods. 
We are establishing computational tools to analyze NGS data for RNa-Sequencing, RNa 
cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (ClIp), haploid genetic screens, and chromatin-
immunoprecipitation coupled to NGS (ChIp-Seq), and are collaborating with many groups 
on campus and abroad.

Figure 1: Enhancer screen in transgenic Drosophila embryos. Shown is a sample of embryos that 
stain positively in our enhancer assay and display diverse activity patterns. Embryos are 
at different stages and shown in lateral orientation, anterior to the left. The inset shows 
a magnification of a blastoderm embryo with an enhancer activity signal in the dorsal 
ectoderm.

Figure 2: Motifs of Twist partner transcription factors (but not of Twist itself) are differentially enriched 
near Twist binding sites in the early (E) or late (L) Drosophila embryo. This differential 
enrichment is predictive for stage-specific binding of Twist (Yáñez Cuna et al., Genome 
Research, in revision; ChIP-chip data from Zinzen et al., 2009). 

Figure 3: Conserved Twist binding at a functional enhancer in the tinman locus. D. melanogaster 
and 5 other Drosophila species at increasing phylogenetic distances show highly significant 
ChIP-Seq tag enrichment, indicative of positionally conserved binding (He & Bardet et al., 
2011).
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All cells are surrounded by at least one impermeable lipid bilayer, and have evolved numerous 
types of proteins to allow them to interact with their environment by transducing signals and 
transporting substrates across this membrane. We are interested in understanding the molecular 
mechanisms these proteins use to accomplish their tasks.

Characterization of peptide transporters

Integral membrane proteins per form many vital cellular functions including energy 
metabolism, nutrient uptake, and signal transduction, yet comparatively little is known 
about their structure and the molecular mechanisms these proteins use to carry out their 
functions due to the challenges inherent in working with such hydrophobic proteins.
 
We are focusing on the structural and functional characterization of secondary active 
transporters, which drive the transport of substrates across the membrane by coupling 
this process to the energetically favorable transport of a proton or ion. While recent work 
has begun to uncover some of the details underlying secondary transport mechanisms, 
there are still few structures available, especially when considering proton-coupled 
transporters. Therefore, in many cases important questions remain unresolved, such as 
how substrate and ion translocation are coupled, how substrate specificity is determined, 
and what conformational changes occur during transport. 

The peptide transporter (pTR) family represents a group of proton-coupled secondary 
transporters responsible for bulk uptake of amino acids in the form of di- and tri-peptides, 
an essential process employed across species ranging from bacteria to humans.  In order 
to identify amino acids critical for peptide transport in a prokaryotic pTR member, we have 
screened a library of mutants of the E. coli peptide transporter YdgR using a high-throughput 
substrate uptake assay.  We have identified 31 single point mutations that result in a full or 
partial loss of transport activity. additional analysis, including homology modeling based 
on the crystal structure of the S. oneidensis peptide transporter pepT

so
, identified E56 and 

R305 as potential periplasmic gating residues.  In addition to providing new insights into 
transport by members of the pTR family, these mutants provide valuable tools for further 
study of the mechanism of peptide transport.

Facilitation of membrane protein crystallization

Structural studies on membrane proteins are challenging primarily due to the instability 
of these proteins when outside of the native membrane environment. Moreover, the 
conformational heterogeneity of membrane transporters can contribute to their instability. In 
parallel with attempts to crystallize secondary transporters, we are interested in developing 
methods to stabilize membrane proteins in order to facilitate their crystallization and 
biophysical characterization.

Mutagenesis to increase protein stability and conformational heterogeneity has been used 
successfully to solve several membrane protein structures. Despite the obvious success 
of this approach, the available methods depend upon having a known ligand that binds 
with high affinity to the protein of interest, and which can be radioactively or f luorescently 
labeled, making it less applicable to membrane proteins that associate with their substrates 
only weakly, or where a labeled substrate is not available.  In order to overcome this 
limitation, we have attempted to develop a method to identify conformationally locked 
mutants in a manner independent of the protein’s activity, by using determination of 
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Figure : Putative periplasmic gating residues of YdgRA YdgR homology model based on the structure of homologue PepT
so

 was aligned with the crystal structures 
of LacY (pdb code 2CFQ) and PepT

so
 (pdb code 2XUT) to compare the positions of the periplasmic gating residues from LacY (I40, N245) and PepT

so
 (H61, 

E316) with E56 and R305.  A. View perpendicular to the membrane.  The backbone of the YdgR homology model (cyan) is aligned with that of the LacY 
structure (light gray) and that of PepT

so
 (dark cyan).  For clarity only helices lining the substrate cavity are shown, and are labeled in gray.  B.  The isolated 

helices 2 and 7 of the aligned structures, colored as in A.  Gating residues from each protein are shown in stick conformation.  (from Malle et al (2011) J Biol 
Chem 286:23121)

protein aggregation temperatures.  as a model system we have chosen the E. coli peptide 
transporter YdgR, which has very low af finity for its substrates, making this protein an 
unlikely candidate for approaches based on protein activity measurements. We have 
identified four mutants with increased thermostability using this method, however, only 
one was confirmed to be thermostable using alternative assays.  We then compared this 
mutant to a targeted mutant designed based on homology with the lacY transporter, 
and early results indicate that both mutants preferentially adopt a single conformation.  
These mutants provide new tools for structural and functional studies on this transporter.
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The brain of a fly is capable of steering the animal through a complex environment at high 
relative speeds, avoiding stationary obstacles and moving predators. Because it is relatively easy 
to study how flies do this at several levels, from the behavioral to the cellular, fly vision has long 
been recognized as an ideal system to address a fundamental question in neuroscience -- how 
does the distributed activity of neurons orchestrate animal-environment interactions to result 
in successful coordinated behavior? We work on this basic question using techniques including 
automated realtime fly tracking, virtual reality displays, molecular genetic tools, and neuroanatomy.

a powerful toolkit to study neural basis of visual 
behavior
To enable our experiments, we use and develop vir tual reality systems. In one such 
apparatus, freely f lying f lies are tracked in realtime by a multi-camera computer vision 
system. This unique technology allows rapid testing of physically unmanipulated and 
unrestrained f lies to repeated presentations of arbitrary visual stimuli projected on the 
arena walls and floor. This device is used to perform experiments that allow the fly to exhibit 
a large portion of its natural behavioral repertoire while simultaneously measuring and 
limiting the effect of behavioral variability. Thousands of digitized 3D flight trajectories are 
collected in virtual environments with the capability of experimentally triggered events 
such as object disappearance.

Such behavioral experiments are combined with targeted genetic manipulation of the 
nervous system and analyzed to reveal the magnitude and reliability of effects. The activity 
of individually identified neurons is perturbed via transgenic expression of exogenous 
ion channels or altered synaptic machinery, and using statistical tests from the field of 
machine learning, the effects of these genetic manipulations on flight control are quantified. 
ultimately, these techniques to control stimulus conditions and measure behavioral 
responses in detail allow us to show the contribution of individual neurons to behavior.

Mapping the visual circuits of the f ly brain

Neurons in the f ly visual system, especially the lobula plate tangential cells, have been 
used for decades as a model to study cellular neurophysiology including the basis of visual 
motion detection and spike timing precision, the behavioral role of most of these cells 
remains unclear. To link our knowledge of cellular properties with natural behavior, we 
are performing genetic ablations on small numbers of neurons and measuring behavioral 
deficits in response to precisely defined visual stimuli. To attain greater cellular specificity 
than allowed by the standard Drosophila Gal4-uaS system, we are making use of recent 
intersectional techniques such as split-Gal4 and alternative binary expression systems 
such as lexa. Flies with such manipulations are tested behaviorally in our virtual reality free 
f light arena, and the af fected neurons are identified using immunostaining and confocal 
microscopy. The aim of this work is to establish a causative link between identified cells 
and their function in visual guidance.
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Figure 1: Top view of a 3D fly trajectory captured as a fly explored its 
environment, a 2 meter diameter cylinder and four vertical 
posts.

Figure 2: A simulated fly’s eye view of a virtual world consisting of a 
black-and-white pattern on a desert landscape with a partly 
cloudy blue sky.

Figure 3: To perform virtual reality simulations, a simulated 
environment, in this case a cylinder made of a checkerboard 
wallpaper (A), is projected onto the walls and floor of a flight 
arena (B) such that, from the perspective of a freely flying fly, 
it is within this virtual object. The simulation is compelling 
enough to confine the flies within this virtual cylinder (C).

Figure 4: A virtual reality arena for tethered flight allows for high 
resolution measurements and stimulation.
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We aim to understand biological function on a multi-level scale: the fundamental principles of 
protein and bio-molecular dynamics on the nano-scale, and the dynamic interactions in cellular 
networks such as neuronal networks giving rise to macroscopic function and behavior at the 
organism level. The success of this endeavor will critically depend on the development of new 
techniques and approaches, which is one of the main aspects of our research.

light sculpting for high-resolution and ultrafast 
functional 3D imaging:
using the frequency degree of freedom of light allows decoupling of lateral and axial 
resolution in lens-based microscopy, resulting in a large field of view while retaining 
high axial resolution. This light sculpting approach, also known as temporal focusing, was 
recently combined with super-resolution microscopy (palM) to extend it to 3D imaging [1]. 
Temporal focusing may also serve as a new tool for high-speed scanning-less imaging of 
biological samples. Furthermore, it provides a tool for targeted single-cell-specific control 
of neuronal responses when combined with optogenetics, opening new ways for studying 
a wide range of fundamental neuroscience questions. We recently implemented a scheme 
for two-photon activation of channelrhodopsin (ChR2) by incorporating the temporal 
focusing approach [2], and used it to study the neuronal mechanisms of theta-phase-
related oscillatory behaviors in hippocampal circuits [3]. This method has provided, for the 
first time, targeted single-neuron spatial resolution and millisecond temporal resolution. 
We plan to expand this method and create a f lexible tool for high-throughput, fast, and 
specific two-photon optogenetic control and readout of neuronal activity. 

Quantum-coherence-assisted ion transport and 
selectivity in ion channels:
Despite a large body of work, open fundamental questions concerning the mechanism of 
ion selectivity and transport of the selectivity filter of the potassium channel (Kcsa) remain 
unanswered. We are interested to understand the details of the underlying molecular 
mechanism and the potential involvement of quantum coherence in this process. Based 
on our recent theoretical model, we hypothesize that an interplay between quantum 
coherence and environmental noise is responsible for the extreme ion selectivity of the 
potassium (K+) channel and its high throughput rate. In this model, the nearly degenerate 
binding states of K+ in the selectivity filter are in a coherent superposition. Environmental 
noise temporarily lowers the potential barrier between these states so as to allow tunneling 
only for specific ions. This would provide an explanation for the high throughput and 
selectivity of Kcsa. 

Our goal is to experimentally identify the signatures of transient interactions of K+ with 
binding sites of the selectivity filter during ion conduction. advanced spectroscopic 
techniques such as 2D femtosecond spectroscopy (2D IR) provide the necessary picosecond 
time resolution. We showed the feasibility of this approach by demonstrating the IR 
absorption and Raman spectroscopic signatures of potassium-binding model molecules 
(Fig. 2) that resemble ion coordination states in Kcsa. The narrowing and frequency red 
shift, and diagonal narrowing of 2D IR line shapes on K+-binding show the induced ordering 
and changes in the electrostatic environment. 

To guide our experiments on the real system we performed molecular dynamic-based 
simulations of FTIR and 2D IR spectra of the entire Kcsa complex. We found that, by 
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combing isotope labeling with 2D IR spectroscopy, the signatures of K+ interaction with 
individual binding sites could be observed experimentally in Kcsa as well. Modeling of 
all possible isotope label combinations of the selectivity filter identified specific labeling 
combinations that would maximize our anticipated experimental signatures (Fig. 3a-c). 
as the next step we recently set up heterologous expression, purification (Fig. 3e) and 
deuteration for FTIR of purified Kcsa (Fig. 3d), which has served as an intermediate step 
in performing 2D IR spectroscopy of an entire functional Kcsa channel. 

ultimately detailed information about ion transport, selectivity, and underlying protein 
dynamics on the atomic scale and in high-time resolution will - in conjunction with 
mutational studies - lead to a new understanding of these processes and how they are 
facilitated by the interplay of quantum effects and environmental noise. 

Figure 1: Left: Typical setup for a temporal focusing microscope. Right: Light sculpting 
provides images with a large field of view while retaining high axial resolution.

Figure 2: Molecular structure (top) of K+ binding model compounds nonactin and 
valinomycin, corresponding Raman (a, b), FTIR (c, d) and 2D IR spectra (e-f) in the 
carbonyl vibrational spectrum with and without K+ indicate induced ordering and 
structural rearrangements. 

Figure 3: Preparations for 2D IR spectroscopy of KcsA. Modeled a) 2D IR and b) FTIR spectra 
of KcsA show an observable K+-binding signature on isotope labeling (green box). 
c) Experimental FTIR of unlabeled KcsA. d) Heterologously expressed KcsA can be 
purified as a folded tetramer (MW monomer 18kDa, Marker in kDa).
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Eurkaryotic cells have evolved complex and extremely precise chromosome segregation mechanisms, 
which ensure that genetic information is passed correctly from one generation to the next. In 
order to understand how the cell moves chromosomes during mitosis, our group is studying the 
structure, function and regulation of the kinetochore, a complex multi-protein assembly that 
connects chromosomes to dynamic microtubules. In a reductional biochemical approach we aim 
to study and assemble functional kinetochores from their constituent parts in vitro. In addition, we 
use yeast genetics to manipulate and engineer simple chromosome segregation systems in vivo. 

Construction of a kinetochore in the test tube

understanding kinetochore function requires study of its constituent parts, assembly of 
these parts into higher-order structures, and ultimately the reconstitution of kinetochore 
function in vitro. The kinetochore is a complex macromolecular machine that is hierarchically 
assembled from a set of conserved multi-protein complexes. We have reconstituted a 
number of these complexes by co-expressing multiple subunits in bacteria and studied 
their biochemical properties. This analysis has already yielded some important insights: 
the Dam1 complex, a specialized microtubule-binding component of the budding yeast 
kinetochore (Figure 1), oligomerizes to form a ring around microtubules in vitro. The ring 
slides along the microtubule lattice and remains attached to the plus-end even during 
microtubule disassembly. These properties make the Dam1 ring a very ef ficient force 
coupler at the kinetochore. a challenge for the future is to understand how the Dam1 ring 
is connected to the rest of the kinetochore, visualize the structure of the fully assembled 
interface, and analyze how it is regulated - for instance by mitotic kinases. 

Building simplified chromosome segregation systems in 
the cell
To define functional modules within the complex kinetochore architecture, we have 
adopted a reductional approach in designing simple kinetochores in vivo. By artificially 
recruiting individual kinetochore components to engineered binding sites on circular 
plasmids and on native yeast chromosomes, we were able to demonstrate that the Dam1 
complex is not only necessary but also sufficient to generate an interface that supports 
chromosome segregation (Figure 2). In the future we will further characterize the protein 
composition and precise function of these “artificial” kinetochores. 

a fur ther challenge for the future is to understand how kinetochore structure and 
function are modulated throughout the cell cycle. The basic signals that couple cell cycle 
progression with the regulation of kinetochore function have remained elusive. Combining 
time-resolved analysis of post-translational modifications with yeast genetics is expected 
to disclose general principles of regulation. 
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Figure 1: The 10-protein Dam1 complex oligomerizes into a ring around the microtubule in vitro. Negative stain electron microscopy of a Dam1 ring decorating a 
taxol-stabilized microtubule.

Figure 2: Segregation of mini-chromosomes (green) during anaphase in a yeast cell. The spindle pole bodies are labeled with a red fluorescent protein (Spc42-
mCherry). A bright field image was pseudo-colored in blue to reveal the outline of the yeast cell.

Figure 3: Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy of dynamic microtubules growing from stable microtubule seeds (red). The growing segments are 
decorated with the yeast EB1 protein Bim1p (green), which accumulates at the growing ends of the microtubules. 

analyzing the interaction of kinetochores with dynamic 
microtubules

a defining feature of kinetochores is their ability to interact with microtubule plus-ends 
through multiple rounds of polymerization and depolymerization. how does the kinetochore 
achieve this remarkable task? What features allow it to follow a polymerizing microtubule 
end as well as stay connected during disassembly? how does the kinetochore modulate 
microtubule dynamics? To analyze this process we reconstituted dynamic microtubules 
in vitro and visualized the interaction of individual kinetochore components using total 
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. This technique allows the observation of 
individual kinetochore complexes and microtubule-binding proteins with single-molecule 
sensitivity to reveal their mode of interaction with dynamic plus-ends. Our initial analysis 
has focused on the yeast EB1 protein Bim1p (Figure 3). We showed that this protein 
uses a microtubule-binding interface composed of a calponin-homology domain and a 
f lexible basic linker to autonomously track growing microtubule ends in vitro. Multi-site 
phosphorylation of the linker domain by the aurora kinase Ipl1p steers the interaction 
of Bim1p with microtubules and critically regulates the quantity of Bim1p on the mitotic 
spindle in vivo.  In the future we aim to reconstitute additional kinetochore plus-end 
tracking systems to define functional dependencies. 
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One of the prime goals pursued by current neuroscientists is to gain a comprehensive understanding 
of how networks of neurons operate as a single brain to produce sensations, thoughts and behavior. 
This is a challenging endeavor because of the sheer complexity of mammalian nervous systems. 
To address this problem, at our lab we study the nematode C. elegans, which is equipped with a 
simple and anatomically well defined nervous system of just 302 neurons. Specifically, we combine 
powerful worm genetics, quantitative behavioral assays, and functional neuronal imaging 
techniques to elucidate the precise neural circuits that control oxygen chemosensory behaviors.

Research activities:

an animal’s decision as to how it should respond to changes in the environment is based 
not only on the available sensory information, but also on internal factors such as stress, 
sleep/wakefulness, hunger/satiety and experience. Small molecule neurotransmitters and 
neuropeptides in the brain modulate neural circuits according to these conditions, so that 
appropriate behaviors are generated. aberrant neuromodulation is implicated in conditions 
such as insomnia, obesity, or anorexia. Given the complexity of most neural systems that 
have been studied thus far, we lack good models to investigate how neuromodulatory 
alterations systemically affect the activities of networks that generate behavioral outcomes. 
We use the simple model organism C. elegans as a tool to solve these questions.

Wild C. elegans live in soil, which is a very heterogeneous environment. as worms navigate, 
they are constantly challenged to evaluate their environment in order to determine the 
best survival tactic. The ability to locate food sources (bacteria) while avoiding pathogens, 
predators or other noxious conditions is far from simple. To optimize this search, nematodes 
have evolved a highly sophisticated repertoire of behavioral strategies. Oxygen chemotaxis 
is one such strategy. local oxygen concentrations in soil range from atmospheric levels (21% 
O

2
) to toxic hypoxia (<1% O

2
), with soil bacteria creating a milieu of intermediate oxygen 

levels. When we present C. elegans with a range of oxygen concentrations in the laboratory, 
they show a homeostatic preference for these intermediate oxygen concentrations while 
avoiding both atmospheric and hypoxic conditions. Oxygen chemotaxis is regulated by 
various factors such as experience, nutritional status, and the genetic background of 
different strain isolates. It therefore serves as a tractable paradigm to study the modulation 
of the underlying circuits.

To study behavior, we are filming worm populations that experience downshif ts and 
upshifts in environmental oxygen levels. Image processing and further computer analysis 
is used to quantify simple locomotion responses. To measure the neuronal activity of 
individual neurons, we use real-time f luorescence imaging of intracellular calcium levels. 
We employ microfabrication technologies to generate small microf luidic devices that 
allow the immobilization of worms onto microscope stages while the animals are being 
stimulated by chemical or gaseous stimuli (Figure 1).

Surprisingly, all behaviors observed in the assay can be explained by the action of just two 
sensory neuron classes in the entire worm brain: The BaG neurons cause deceleration of 
locomotion rate, which may persist for several minutes after oxygen concentrations drop 
to preferable levels. Conversely, when oxygen concentrations rise to undesirable levels, 
the uRX neurons trigger very brief slowing responses that last for no more than a few 
seconds (Figure 2). Calcium imaging demonstrated that decreasing oxygen concentrations 
activate BaG neurons (Figure 3) while increasing oxygen concentrations activate uRX 
neurons (Figure 3). a genetic analysis of behavioral responses and neuronal calcium signals 
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showed that the reciprocal chemosensory properties of BaG and uRX are the result of 
dif ferentially expressed molecular oxygen sensors of the soluble guanylate cyclase family 
(Zimmer et. al. 2009).

These behavioral paradigms and imaging technologies are ideal tools to study the 
neuromodulation of circuits and behavior. Oxygen downshift and upshift elicit two distinct 
slowing responses that can be assigned to the activities of just one sensory neuron in 
each case. Thus, behavior can be studied in a robustly quantifiable manner at single cell 
resolution. Moreover, the imaging technologies we developed are tailor-made to mimic 
conditions under which behavioral experiments are performed. Thus, behavioral responses 
and neural activity can be directly correlated. BaG and uRX share a small neural circuit 
of postsynaptic interneurons. The simplicity of this system, powerful worm genetics, and 
tractable behavioral and physiological assays, enable us to study the neuromodulation 
of circuits at all levels; i.e. at the level of networks, single cells, as well as single genes 
and molecules.

We are currently focusing on the following goals:

•	 To	elucidate	the	precise	functions	of	interneurons	that	connect	to	BAG	and	URX.
•	 To	determine	the	mechanism	by	which	neuropeptides	mediate	experience-dependent	

modulation of behavior.
•	 To	investigate	the	mechanisms	by	which	neural	circuits	integrate	sensory	information	

with other external and internal conditions, such as the availability of food and the 
nutritional status. 

Figure 1: A microfluidic device for worm immobilization and stimulus delivery. We designed a worm immobilization channel from an optically transparent 
silicon polymer. The channel is connected to a microfluidic delivery network. A worm is pushed into the immobilization channel so that its nose contacts 
the delivery network. Two actuator flows, which are labeled with a fluorescent dye, direct either a control flow or a stimulus flow (weak fluorescent label) 
to the worm’s nose. The device allows for precise spatiotemporal control of chemosensory stimuli delivered to the worm’s nose, while the animals can be 
imaged by microscopy (Chronis et. al., 2007).

Figure 2: Analysis of oxygen chemotaxis behaviors. Plotted is the average locomotion speed of animals exposed to changes in ambient oxygen 
concentrations, which shift between aversive atmospheric levels (21% O

2 
, blue shaded bars) and preferred intermediate levels (10% O

2 
). Following an 

oxygen downshift to 10% O
2 

, animals respond with sustained slowing. This behavior lasts for about 3 minutes. The response specifically requires BAG 
oxygen sensory neurons. Following an oxygen upshift to 21% O

2 
, the animals respond with transient slowing for a few seconds. This behavior specifically 

requires URX oxygen sensory neurons. (Zimmer et. al., 2009).

Figure 3: Calcium responses in BAG and URX neurons. A. The upper panels show fluorescence images of the calcium indicator G-CaMP expressed in BAG. 
Oxygen concentrations are indicated. The trace shows the average calcium response in BAG to O

2
 downshift (21% O

2
 to 4% O

2 
). B. The upper panels show 

fluorescence images of the calcium indicator G-CaMP expressed in URX. Oxygen concentrations are indicated. The trace shows the average calcium 
response in URX to O

2
 upshift (10% O

2
 to 21% O

2 
).
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The genetic complexity and heterogeneity of human cancers complicate the search for effective 
targeted therapies. The advent of RNA interference (RNAi) has provided a new tool to reveal 
cancer-specific genetic vulnerabilities in a systematic and unbiased way. Our lab uses an integrative 
approach combining new in-vivo RNAi technologies and genetically defined cancer models to 
identify and evaluate new therapeutic targets in leukemia and other cancers.

Tractable and traceable models of human aMl

acute myeloid leukemia (aMl) accounts for ~80% of all adult acute leukemias and remains 
the most common cause of leukemia death. Extensive oncogenomic studies have revealed 
over 100 aMl disease alleles, which occur in different combinations and impact the outcome 
of clinical therapy. To dissect this genetic complexity, our lab uses a rapid mosaic approach 
to generate experimentally tractable aMl models that are based on defined compound 
mutations, implement bioluminescence monitoring and enable studying the disease in a 
physiologic environment (Fig. 1). In previous work we have established that these models 
can accurately mirror the pathology, disease course and treatment response of human 
aMl. More recently, we have used these models to decipher a Myb-driven gene expression 
program, which leukemia cells hijack to evade normal cell-fate programs and maintain a 
state of aberrant self-renewal. Remarkably, partial and transient suppression of Myb - while 
being well tolerated in normal myelopoiesis - can cure advanced chemotherapy-resistant 
aMl (Fig. 2), suggesting that strategies to inhibit Myb-dependent expression programs 
would provide highly ef fective therapeutics, even in otherwise refractory cases. 

Tet-on RNai technology for modeling targeted therapies 
in vivo
To systematically identify genetic dependencies in pool-based shRNa screens and to 
subsequently use RNai for studying the consequences of acutely inhibiting a target in an 
intervention setting (i.e. in established tumors in vivo), our lab applies a Tet-on conditional 
shRNa expression system that implements several recent technological advances. For 
example, the recently established “Sensor assay” provides a new approach to rapidly 
identify potent shRNas in a high-throughput format. Results from a Sensor-based evaluation 
of ~20,000 unbiased shRNas have led to the establishment of improved shRNa-specific 
design algorithms. Further advances include retroviral Tet-on shRNa expression vectors 
optimized for studying deleterious phenotypes (TRMpV series), a targeted knock-in 
platform for generating Tet-shRNa transgenic mice, and an established workf low for 
multiplexed shRNa screening in vitro and in vivo. In addition, we recently have established 
a robotics- and deep-sequencing based pipeline for rapid and cost-ef fective production 
of single-clone validated shRNa libraries. While we together with several collaborating 
groups will continue to further improve RNai technologies, our recent advances have 
now established a robust toolkit to identify and evaluate candidate drug targets in vivo.

 

JOhaNNES ZuBER
Cancer drug target discovery using  
in-vivo RNai
johannes.zuber@imp.ac.at
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Figure 1: Mosaic mouse models of human AML. Genetic aberrations found in human AML are 
introduced in defined combinations into murine hematopoietic stem and progenitor 
cells (HSPC), which are subsequently transplanted into lethally irradiated syngeneic 
recipient mice. Bioluminescent reporter genes are co-transduced using bicistronic 
expression vectors and are used to monitor resulting diseases in vivo.

Figure 2: RNAi-mediated Myb suppression cures aggressive AML. Bioluminescent imaging of 
recipient mice transplanted with clonal Tet-on competent MLL-AF9;NrasG12D AML cells 
harboring a potent Myb shRNA in a Tet-inducible vector (TRMPV-Neo). Following 
disease onset (day 5), shRNA expression is induced by addition of doxycycline to the 
drinking water. While the disease rapidly progresses in untreated control mice, all dox 
treated animals show complete disease remission following Myb suppression. 

Figure 3: RNAi- and small-molecule mediated suppression of Brd4 similarly induce terminal 
myeloid differentiation. Light microscopy of May-Grünwald/Giemsa-stained MLL-
AF9;NrasG12D leukemia cells after 2 days of doxycycline-induced shRNA expression 
or 2 days of treatment with the Brd4-inhibitor JQ1 (100 nM). In both cases Brd4 
suppression triggers terminal differentiation of leukemic blasts into mature 
macrophage-like cells, demonstrating that RNAi can accurately predict the effects of 
small-molecule inhibitors.

a chromatin-focused RNai screen identifies Brd4 as a 
drug target in aMl

In a first screen, we recently have applied our new platform to systematically probe the 
dependency on chromatin-associated genes in Mll-aF9;NrasG12D-driven aMl. Through 
generating and screening a custom shRNa library targeting 250 chromatin regulators we 
have identified the bromodomain containing protein Brd4 as a critical requirement for aMl 
maintenance. Suppression of Brd4 using shRNas or the small-molecule inhibitor JQ1 led 
to robust anti-leukemic ef fects, accompanied by terminal myeloid dif ferentiation (Fig. 3) 
and elimination of leukemia stem cells. Moreover, we found that these effects are in large 
part triggered by an acute breakdown of Myc expression, whose transcription directly 
depends on Brd4. Together, these results identify small-molecule suppression of Brd4 as 
the first pharmacological strategy to inhibit Myc in cancer and unambiguously highlight 
the utility of RNai screening for discovering cancer-specific genetic vulnerabilities and 
guiding the development of rational cancer therapeutics. Following these pioneering 
studies, our current major aim is to extend these screening efforts to dif ferent genetic 
subtypes of aMl, new focused shRNa libraries and, eventually, other types of cancer.
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Karin Aumayr / Head of BioOptics

Pawel Pasierbek / Microscopy
Gabriele Stengl / Microscopy/Flow Cytometry

Thomas Lendl / Flow Cytometry/Image Analysis
Gerald Schmauss / Flow Cytometry/Image Analysis

Figure: Using Fluorescence activated  cell sorting (FACS) Drosophila neural stem cells, specifically labeled with a nuclear GFP, were isolated from 
larval brain tissue and subsequently, live-cell imaging has been performed on a spinning disk confocal to monitor cell-cycle time and 
cell growth of these neuroblasts. Cells were segmented in 3D and the neuroblast and its offspring were linked over time. Panel A shows 
a single slice of an image stack, panel B the respective segmentation and classification. The stills 1 to 5 show different surface rendered 
time points of the movie; the neuroblast is highlighted in yellow and its offspring is labeled by different colors. Daughter cells that itself 
underwent a round of division show the same color. The time is indicated in hours and minutes.

The services offered by the BioOptics Facility to researchers at IMP, IMBA and GMI encompass analytical flow 
cytometry and cell sorting, as well as a large variety of microscopy techniques, image processing, and analysis.

Flow Cytometry
We provide instrumentation, education, and expertise for all f low cytometry requiring experiments, and 
offer high-speed cell sorting as well as advanced and general f low cytometry analysis. users are given 
guidance and support in planning experiments and implementing new f luorophore combinations. 
They are trained in the use of hardware and software for all of the three available state-of-the-art 
f low cytometers, as well as data processing and analysis. Two cell sorters are operated by the staf f 
of the facility. Four cell populations can be sorted simultaneously in bulk, or single cell sorting can 
be performed.

Microscopy
The BioOptics Facility currently manages more than twenty microcopy systems, including wide-field 
microscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy (ClSM), two-photon (2p) microscopy, total internal 
ref lection (TIRF) microscopy techniques, and automated slide scanners for samples with or without 
f luorescence. Most of the systems are motorized - thus providing automation for higher throughput 
- and are suitable for fixed samples as well as live cell experiments. The facility provides assisted 
use and training on instrumentation and consultation concerning all microscopy-related subjects, 
including project planning, staining, microscope selection, etc. additionally, an intensive advanced 
practical Microscopy Course is organized on a yearly basis, including hands-on sessions and lectures 
by internal and external faculty members. 

Image processing and analysis
Five state-of-the-art computer workstations are available at the BioOptics Facility, operating most types 
of common commercially available image processing and visualization software. a server solution 
with a Web-based interface has been set up to enable deconvolution of microscopy images. The 

server permits ef ficient multi-user parallel batch 
deconvolution that can easily be started from the 
individual scientist ’s computer. users are trained 
in the use of specific software, depending on their 
demands. Organized courses are also provided. Several 
image analysis algorithms are available, such as object 
tracking and tracing, determination of measurement 
parameters like intensity, distance, area, volume, 
and co-localization. Customized classification and 
measuring algorithms are developed at the facility 
for advanced image analysis and automated object 
recognition.

For more information please visit 
http://cores.imp.ac.at/biooptics/

BIOOpTICS
karin.aumayr@imp.ac.at
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The Electron Microscopy Facility provides a wide range of preparation techniques for tissues, cells, and purified 
molecules for transmission electron microscopy, as well as facilities for microscopy, data management and 
image processing. Access to scanning electron microscopy is provided via external collaboration.

preparation of Specimens
Know-how, training and instrumentation for a wide variety of preparation techniques for visualization 
of ultrastructure in tissues or cells and of biomolecules by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
are being offered by the Electron Microscopy Facility to researchers at IMp, IMBa and GMI. Techniques 
routinely used at the facility include the production of support films, negative staining, rotary shadowing 
of sprayed molecules, chemical fixation, immersion freezing, high pressure freezing, freeze substitution, 
embedding in epoxy- and acrylic resins, and ultrathin sectioning of resin-embedded or frozen samples.

Microscopy
The Facility is equipped with two instruments: The FEI Morgagni is a robust and easy-to-use 100 kV 
TEM, equipped with an 11-megapixel CCD camera. It is tailored to meet routine requirements at the 
Facility’s multiuser environment. advanced applications run on the FEI TF30 polara. This 300 kV TEM, 
unique in austria and equipped with the most advanced imaging systems, was funded by a Vienna 
Spot of Excellence grant and became fully operational at the beginning of 2008. It is primarily used 
for cryo-TEM of molecules and cells, electron tomography, and electron energy loss spectroscopy.

Sof tware Development and Image processing
To support users with data management, a Web-based project-oriented database system named MIMaS 
was developed by, and is being run at, the Facility. Electron micrographs from both microscopes, 
including meta data, can be stored on and accessed from this database on a user-restricted basis. 
Furthermore, software solutions for automated image acquisition and for status monitoring of the 
microscope were developed on the polara. Workstations and training are provided for image processing 
of EM data, especially those obtained by electron tomography.

ElECTRON MICROSCOpY
guenter.resch@imba.oeaw.ac.at

A: Negatively stained rotavirus-like particles (Cornelia Gänger, Ringrose Group, IMBA)
B: Glycerol sprayed and rotary shadowed a-actinin molecules.
C: DPPC liposomes visualized by cryo electron microscopy.
D: Drosophila melanogaster intestine also showing stem cells from a chemically fixed specimen (sample: Ryan 

Conder, Knoblich Group, IMBA).
E: Cells from high pressure frozen Arabidopsis thaliana root (sample: Matzke Group, GMI).
F: z-Sections from a three-dimensional reconstruction by electron tomography showing the endothelial lining  

in a blood vessel.
G: Scanning electron micrograph of Drosophila melanogaster.
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Guenter Resch / Head of Electron Microscopy Facility

Marlene Brandstetter / Technical Assistant
Nicole Fellner / Technical Assistant
Karin Trimmel / Trainee
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Figure:
The IMP/IMBA high-performance computing (HPC) cluster. Users may submit jobs on 
dedicated clients to the Sun Gridengine (SGE) master, which is responsible for running 
the jobs on the cluster nodes.

The Bioinformatics unit assists research groups in molecular-biology-related fields by providing sequence 
analysis services, scientific data mining, hardware and software infrastructure, and training in bioinformatics.

Sequence analysis
One of the principal areas of expertise at IMp-IMBa Bioinformatics is sequence analysis. Typical tasks 
include functional and structural characterization of proteins and genomic regions using methods such 
as pattern matching, complexity analysis, and homology searches. as conclusions in bioinformatics 
are achieved by synthesizing the results of multiple algorithms, we maintain and develop a set of 
specialized software tools to support this type of meta-analysis.
Web access is provided for widely used scientific applications related to protein motif analysis (in-house 
development), similarity searching (BlaST, pSI-BlaST, FaSTa), whole-genome viewing (GBrowse, uCSC 
browser), and various sequence manipulation and exploration tasks (EMBOSS).

large-scale data analysis
additional demands arise from the investigation of large functional genomics or high-throughput 
biological datasets. We engage in custom software and database development, and design computational 
and mathematical solutions that can cope with higher load and memory requirements. To perform 
complex sequence analysis tasks, we also maintain the IMp aNNOTaTOR, which is a user-friendly Web 
application and a high-throughput protein annotation system.  local instances of integrated model 
organism databases (Wormbase, Flymine) and genome annotation portals permit visualization and 
analysis of in-house data with dedicated resources and additional privacy. user-driven data exploration 
is supported by the Ingenuity pathway analysis System.
For heterogeneous computational tasks, the main computing cluster has been updated to a state-of-
the-art processing system using batch and parallel computing environments. The cluster is managed 
by the Sun Gridengine (SGE) software, which provides policy-based workload management for a large 
number of jobs and nodes. Software installed and maintained on the bioinformatics cluster includes 

tools for statistical computing (e.g. R, Bioconductor), motif discovery and 
analysis (e.g. alignace, MDscan, MEME, Weeder), structural biology (e.g. 
VMD, pyMOl, hKl2000), image processing (e.g. Xmipp), a wide range 
of sequence analysis, assembly, mapping and classif ication tasks (e.g. 
RNahybrid, phylip, hMMer), and others. 

Training
We provide hands-on training courses on the aNNOTaTOR, at which 
attendees learn the basic principles and limitations of sequence analysis 
and data integration. To enable researchers to use our server environment 
in an optimal way, we also provide training in BaSh and unix command 
line tools specific to the IMp/IMBa infrastructure.

BIOINFORMaTICS
bioinfo.grp@imp.ac.at
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Thomas Burkard / Computational Biologist
Wolfgang Lugmayr / Software Engineer

Maria Novatchkova / Computational Biologist
Alexander Schleiffer / Computational Biologist
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Martin Radolf / Engineer
Harald Scheuch / Engineer

Figure: Three oligo-nucleotides are synthesized for each SNP: two allele-specific 
oligos that distinguish the SNP, and a locus-specific sequence just 
downstream of the SNP.

After successful establishment of the Next Generation Sequencing Service, Andreas Sommer and his team 
joined the newly formed CSF. We routinely offer hybridization and analysis of self-spotted cDNA and Agilent 
Arrays for gene expression analysis for various model organisms. 

Robotics:
We established a high-throughput plasmid DNa isolation platform using the Xiril 100 robot, which is 
also used to pipette 384 RT pCR reactions and isolate genomic DNa in a 96-well format.
In cooperation with Zuber lab we have established a pipeline for generating single-clone validated 
oligonucleotide-based libraries. Our approach combines on-chip oligonucleotide synthesis, liquid 
handling robotics, and a barcoding strategy for deep-sequencing-based single clone validation. In 
one application the pipeline will be used for rapid and cost-effective production of custom-designed 
shRNa libraries. The agilent Bravo pipetting robot was mainly used to process in situ reactions together 
with the Stark group, pCR set-up, and purification.  like precision XS from Biotek, the Bravo liquid 
handling station is used to pipette reactions for SNp genotyping.

SNp Genotyping
Together with the Nordborg Group from GMI we have designed a 384 SNp Illumina assay that can be 
used as a “universal” genotyping panel for arabidopsis. We use Illumina Custom VeraCode GoldenGate 
Genotyping Kits to generate SNp-specific pCR products that are subsequently hybridized to beads. 
This enables us to simultaneously genotype 384 loci in a single well of a standard 96-well microplate.

GENOMICS 
genomics@imp.ac.at
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Karl Mechtler / Head of Facility

Elisabeth Roitinger / Deputy Lab Manager
Christoph Jüschke 1/ Postdoc 

Thomas Köcher / Postdoc
Nikolai Mischerikow / Postdoc

Johannes Stadlmann / Postdoc
Werner Straube / Postdoc

Debora Broch-Trentini 2/ Phd Student 
Thomas Taus / Diploma Student

Johannes Fuchs / Technical Assistant
Otto Hudecz / Technical Assistant
Richard Imre / Technical Assistant

Gabriela Krssakova / Technical Assistant
Mathias Madalinski / Technical Assistant

Michael Mazanek / Technical Assistant
Susanne Opravil 3 / Technical Assistant

Michael Schutzbier / Technical Assistant
Ines Steinmacher / Technical Assistant

1in cooperation with Knoblich lab
2in cooperation with Clausen lab

3in cooperation with Westermann lab

Mass Spectrometry for Systems Biology
Genome-wide transcriptome analysis has provided systems-level insights into gene regulation. 
however, comparable analysis of post-transcriptional processes has been hampered by the limited 
depth of quantitative proteomics. We use chromatographic separation and iTRaQ (isobaric tag for 
relative and absolute quantitation) technologies to overcome these limitations. In a collaboration 
with the Knoblich group, we have been able to determine the brain-specific expression of more than 
6000 proteins in the fruit f ly Drosophila melanogaster, corresponding to about 70% of all potentially 
transcribed protein-coding genes in the brain. Our data demonstrate that quantitative proteomics 
yields important insights into gene regulation beyond transcriptomics, and serves as a rich source for 
achieving a systems-level understanding of post-transcriptional gene regulation.

localization of phosphorylation Sites
In addition to protein identification the detection and correct localisation of phosphorylation sites 
is an important task in mass spectrometry-driven proteomics. We have developed a novel software 
tool, phosphoRS, which permits probability-based localisation of phosphorylation sites. The algorithm 
assigns probabilities to all potential phosphorylation sites on phospho-peptides and works for all 
types of peptide fragmentation modes.

Functional analysis of arginine phosphorylation
Recently, the first arginine kinase was described. This kinase, McsB, is a major regulator of stress response 
in Gram-positive bacteria. So far, only one substrate of McsB, the class-three transcriptional regulator 
(CtsR), has been studied in detail. Other targets have not been identified yet. In a collaboration with 
the Clausen group we develop novel methods in order to isolate and systematically detect in vivo 
arginine-phosphorylated proteins by mass spectrometry. This has enabled us to study the pivotal 
role of this posttranslational modification in the bacterium Bacillus subtilis as a response to adverse 
growth conditions. Furthermore, we aim to investigate the occurrence of this phosphorylation in 
higher organisms and thus uncover novel regulatory mechanisms.

Figure: Determination of in vivo McsB activity by 
quantitative proteomics

 B. subtilis arginine phosphatase-deficient cells 
(Δywle) were subjected to heat and oxidative 
stress. Phosphorylation on arginine R265 
of elongation factor Tu was detected from 
the MS/MS spectrum (right panel). iTRAQ 
quantification revealed an upregulation 
of this phosphorylation under heat shock 
conditions.

pROTEIN ChEMISTRY 
karl.mechtler@imp.ac.at
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Figure: A sequencing run on an ABI 377 PRISM and number of reactions analyzed on ABI 3100 (since 2001) and ABI 3730 (since June 2004), 
performed with dye deoxy terminators (v3.0 since 2001) from 2003 to 2011 (scale 0 to 190,000).

 *calculated from January 2011 to September 2011 data

Gotthold Schaffner / Head of Facility

Ivan Botto / Technical Assistant 
Zuzana Dzupinkova / Technical Assistant
Markus Hohl / Technical Assistant 
Shahryar Taghybeeglu / Technical Assistant
Christa Detz-Jaderny / Technician Media Kitchen
Dagmar Faustenhammer / Technician Media Kitchen
Ulrike Windholz / Technician Media Kitchen
Christine Giesel / Technician Fly Food Preparation
Janusz Petri / Technician Fly Food Preparation
Franziska Stransky / Technician Fly Food Preparation
Oliver Botto / Freelancer Fly Food Preparation
Thomas Haydn / Freelancer Fly Food Preparation
Anna Windholz / Freelancer Fly Food Preparation

The Service Department offers a variety of high-quality rapid services to IMP, IMBA and GMI scientists. The large 
part of our work involves DNA sequencing, fly food production and preparation of various media and solutions.

Gotthold Schaf fner will be retiring from active service at the end of this year. The Media Kitchen 
(which will be an independent service group in the future) and the Fly Food unit, (which will also be 
an independent group in the future) prepare substantial quantities of reagent-quality solutions and 
media for cell cultures, f lies (more than 1,800,000 tubes and bottles per year) and other organisms. 

The Service Department also prepares a number of selected reagents such as DNa molecular weight 
markers, enzymes, a variety of transformation-competent E. coli strains; and maintains a stock of 
cloning vectors, sequencing primers and other reagents.

production of antibodies
In collaboration with IMp group members, Ivan Botto, a member of the Service Department, produces 
and isolates many dif ferent monoclonal antibodies from hybridoma cell lines. This activity takes up a 
substantial part of the department’s recources.

Sequencing and DNa isolation
The 48-capillary aBI 3730 DNa Genetic analyzer was supplemented by an aBI 3730Xl with 96 capillaries 
early this year, as the 48-capillary sequencer had clearly reached its limits. We sequenced approximately 
140,000 samples during the first nine months of this year. This substantially higher demand was mainly 
due to screening projects, the f ly library, as well as new groups at IMBa, IMp, and GMI. 

The quality and concentration of DNa samples is still a problem, even when prepared 
by sophisticated Qiagen kits like Midi-, Maxi- or Minipreps. The same is true for incorrect 
primer sets or poorly documented plasmid constructs from external sources. Sequencing 
is performed even more rapidly now because of the tripled capacity. It has thus become 
much easier and faster than analyzing samples by restriction digests and running them on 
an agarose gel. This concurs with the new style of working with large quantities of samples. 
Clean-up 96-well microtiter plates, filled automatically with a BioTek benchtop minirobot, 
Sephadex G50 superfine slurry, and centrifugation conditions have to be optimized further.  
The reason for the occasional, but sometimes quite obvious “dye blobs” one encounters 
when using DNa samples of low quality is still unclear. The larger quantity of contaminants 
as compared to pCR products, which yield a much stronger signal than double-stranded 
plasmid DNa, obviously plays a major role.

SERVICE DEpaRTMENT
gotthold.schaffner@imp.ac.at
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The Histology Service Department offers state-of-the art sectioning, histology and immuno-histochemistry services 
to all IMBA and IMP scientists. In addition, we offer training and support for researchers in new technologies.

histology Services
The histology services include the embedding of tissues, assistance with the sectioning of paraffin and 
cryo-preserved tissues, and preparation of slides for standard h&E stains, as well as specialized stainings 
such as paS, alcian blue, Cab, Gomeri, MayGruenwald-Giemsa and van Kossa stains for human, mouse, 
Xenopus and Drosophila studies. With these services, we are able to offer support to get quick results.

Sectioning of paraf fin and Frozen Tissues
In our group we have developed a high throughput method to cut paraf fin and frozen tissues. using 
this method, we could increase the quality and also the quantity of services.

Immunohistochemistry
The histology Service Department also provides automated preparation and processing facilities for 
standardized immuno-histochemistry, in situ hybridization, FISh analysis, DNa microarray and tissues 
microarray applications. Various antibodies have been characterized for optimized in situ signaling 
studies. Standard antibodies such as apc, cd (several markers), I-ad, gfp, gfap, c-fos, c-jun, junB, fra1,2, 
jun-D, ki67, smad3, brdu, egf, egfr, h3K9me tri meth, h4K20me3 tri meth, cl. caspase3, caspase7, 
procatepsiK are available. 

In addition, the histology Service Department administrates legal regulatory af fairs such as the 
record-keeping and documentation of experiments in accordance with the austrian histolaboratories 
guidelines (www.mta-labor.info).

Vukoslav Komnenovic / Head of Facility

Mihaela Zeba1 / Technical Assistant

1on maternity leave

Figure 1: Trichrom blue staining. The picture shows 4 different signals, light blue for Lung fibrosis, red for Mast cells and Neutrophils,  
pink for Myeloiud cells and dark blue for the Nuclei.

Figure 2: Double Staining with Ki67 and von Willebrand Factor. Ki67 turnes out to be brown whereas vWF shows a red signal.  
The counter staining was done with Hematoxylin (blue).

hISTOlOGY
vukoslav.komnenovic@imba.oeaw.ac.at
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Comparative Medicine
Scientif ic work at the IMp and IMBa depends to a high degree on the use of model organisms. 
IMp and IMBa acknowledge and accept responsibil it y for the care and use of those animals  
according to the highest ethical standards. The institute ensures that all employees dealing with the 
animals understand their individual and collective responsibilities for compliance with austrian laboratory 
animal law as well as all relevant regulations and rules concerning laboratory animal husbandries. In 
accordance with this institutional policy the animal house group - trained and highly qualified animal 
attandants - provides husbandry of animals and services for the various research groups. 

Husbandry:
The largest area of the animal house is the mouse section, which comprises breeding colonies, stock 
and experimental animals including many transgenic and knock-out mouse lines. To provide a constant 
supply of mice for the various projects, commonly used standard strains are routinely bred in-house. 
 

Comparative Medicine Services:
Veterinary services, such as monitoring of the facility’s health-status (sentinel-program etc.), experimental 
procedures in animals such as collection of blood, implantation of tumor cells and administration of 
substances. all procedures are performed to a high standard under appropriate anaesthetic regimes and 
in conjunction with the necessary project licenses. animal procurement, such as ordering of mice from 
external breeding companies, organizing and handling of incoming and outgoing mouse-shipments 
per year. administration of regulatory af fairs in accordance with the austrian laboratory animal law, 
which includes record-keeping and updating of laboratory animal statistics, specific documentation 
of laboratory animal experiments.

Transgenic Service
The Transgenic Service Department was set up in the beginning of 1998 to cope with the increasing demand 
for mouse studies and generation of transgenic mice. The Transgenic Service Department is shared by the 
IMP and IMBA.

The main tasks of this service unit are the injection of ES cells into blastocysts [also tetraploid] and 
8-cell morulae, and DNa into the pronucleus of fertilized mouse eggs. The service also provides for 
the transfer of ‘clean’ embryos into our animal house, freezing of embryos for the preservation of 
specified mouse strains, and teaching basic embryological techniques to the staf f of IMp and IMBa.

Many dif ferent ES cell clones and DNa/BaC constructs are being injected every year. The activities of 
the department are supervised by an animal user Committee, which meets on a regular basis to set 
priorities and coordinate tasks. Currently it is chaired Meinrad Busslinger.

COMpaRaTIVE MEDICINE
animal@imp.ac.at

TRaNSGENIC SERVICE
transgenic@imp.ac.at

2
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Figure 1:  Injection of embryonic stem 
cells into mouse blastocyst.

Figure 2: Mouse blastocysts.
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The Max Perutz Library is a specialized reference library located at the Campus Vienna Biocenter. Its mission is 
to develop and maintain collections and services that support research at the various institutes.

The main task of the library is to provide comprehensive scientific literature pertaining to the areas of 
research pursued at the institutes. The Max perutz library holds approximately 3500 titles in print. These 
are partly available in the library’s premises itself, being labeled and shelved according to a specific 
classification system. a part of the titles are shelved in the group laboratories and offices. Increasingly, 
online books are being licensed in order to provide access for many readers simultaneously and from 
every workstation. all book holdings can be searched for systematically in the online catalog, where 
each item is described in respect of its availability and accessibility. The most heavily used kind of 
literature resource are the licensed online journals: approximately one full text view per scientific 
af filiate per day strikingly illustrates its value.

Several bibliographic and full-text databases can be searched for relevant literature on a given topic. 
This also applies to literature on methods and protocols, including Springer protocols, Current protocols 
or the Journal of Visualized Experiments. a document delivery option is of fered for the literature not 
licensed by the library.

Study environment
The reading room serves as a quiet and well-equipped place for reading, writing or just relaxing. 
Twenty-four study desks and a cozy lounge as well as two public computers, wireless laN and a 
printing facility are provided.

Teaching
The library offers special individually oriented training on literature search tools such as catalogs and 
bibliographic databases for all library users. This ranges from a comprehensive hands-on course on 
pubmed searching, to a specific consultation concerning a single challenge in retrieving literature. 
assistance is also provided for a variety of client- and web-based literature management tools, such 
as Endnote or Mendeley.

users
The core user group consists of af filiates of the Research Institute of Molecular pathology (IMp), the 
Institute of Molecular Biotechnology (IMBa), and the Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular plant 
Biology (GMI). External users from the Max F. perutz laboratories (MFpl), the Fh Campus Vienna and 
other readers from the Vienna Biocenter are welcome to visit the library premises.

MaX pERuTZ lIBRaRY
library@imp.ac.at

Karlo Pavlovic / Librarian

Jürgen Sallachner / Trainee
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Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
andreas.sommer@viennabiocenter.org

Andreas Sommer / Head of the NGS

Benjamin Almeida
Carmen Czepe

Renate Landwehr
Ido Tamir

Next Generation Sequencing, also known as Massive Parallel Sequencing, has become a key analysis 
method for a large number of biological research areas.  The capacity to expand analysis from 
more or less defined genomic regions to genome-wide studies has boosted the pace of research 
discovery and has enabled researchers to obtain a global view on biological processes. 

as of March 2011, sequencing resources were shifted from the joint Genomics facility to 
the newly founded CSF Next Generation Sequencing unit. a team was built up consisting 
of a head of the unit, two bioinformaticians and two lab technicians. also, billing was 
introduced to cover reagent costs and hands-on personnel time.  
 a hiSeq instrument, Illumina’s sequencing platform with maximal throughput, was installed 
and is currently used for most long read applications, while the three GaIIx Systems cover 
short and single read sequencing.

Opening the gates to the whole VBC campus brought in new users and applications as 
well as an increased demand for sequencing.  By the beginning of November, 950 samples 
from 39 scientific groups had been submitted and a total of 650 lanes sequenced. 
The NGS unit expanded its bioinformatic tool repertoire adding Tophat and Cuff links for 
RNa-seq analysis as well as a local installation of Galaxy, a web-based analysis platform. 
Galaxy workshops and a Sequencing Symposium with invited speakers from all Viennese 
sequencing institutions were organized in addition to regular user Meetings.

CSF – General Information

www.csf.ac.at

The Campus Sciences Support Facilities GmbH (CSF) is the most recent member to join the wide range of research institutions and companies that make 
up the Campus Vienna Biocenter.  The CSF was founded in the beginning of 2011 as the first ever publicly funded provider of scientific infrastructure 
in Austria.  The CSF funding was granted jointly by the City of Vienna and the Federal Ministry for Science and Research in response to the Vision 2020 
application, and comprises 52 million euros over 10 years, divided between eight core facilities.  

During the first year the CSF has established an administrative team 
and incorporated the first two Core Facilities, the Vienna Drosophila 
RNAi Center (VDRC) and the IMp-IMBa Deep Sequencing unit (now 
known as Next Generation Sequencing, NGS), who started providing 
services through CSF in March 2011.

additionally, the core facility concepts foreseen in Vision 2020 were 
revised, in close cooperation with the users, and the next three units are 
scheduled to start their Campus-wide services at the beginning of 2012:

The Structural Biology Facility (SBF) will offer three different services:  
protein Expression in eukaryotic systems, protein Crystallisation and 

large Scale Screening.  peggy Stolt-Bergner has been recruited as the 
head of this service. 

andras aszodi, head of the Scientific Computing 
Core (SCC), will support core facilities and researchers 
with a streamlined collection of data analysis and 
visualisation tools.  

Electron Microscopy (EM) will be integrated into 
the ultra-Resolution Imaging unit. Günter Resch, 
head of the Electron Microscopy, is bringing his 
expertise to the start-up process.  

CORE FaCIlITIES
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Dietzl, G., Chen, D., Schnorrer, F., Su, KC., Barinova, Y., 
Fellner, M., Gasser, B., Kinsey, K., Oppel, S., Scheiblauer, 
S., Couto, A., Marra, V., Keleman, K., Dickson, BJ. 
(2007). A genome-wide transgenic RNAi library for 
conditional gene inactivation in Drosophila. Nature. 
448(7150):151-156

Krystyna Keleman / Staff scientist/Head of the VDRC
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Genome-wide RNai 
RNAi can be effectively triggered in Drosophila by spatially and temporally controlled expression 
of a dsRNA from a transgene that contains a long inverted repeat under control of a genetic 
promoter, the GAL4-responsive element (Figure1). The initial creation of a genome-wide transgenic 
RNAi library [1] has revolutionized Drosophila genetics. We have generated two independent 
genome-wide transgenic RNAi libraries for Drosophila, allowing researchers to systematically 
study gene functions in specific tissues at specific developmental stages. The VDRC maintains and 
further develops these libraries, and distributes RNAi lines to Drosophila researchers world-wide. 

In addition to the original library based on p-element transgenesis, we have generated a 
second genome-wide collection by phiC31-mediated transgenesis and made it available 
to the Drosophila community in april 2009. The VDRC currently has 1821 registered users 
world-wide and has delivered a total of 704,926 RNai lines to the Drosophila community.   
 
Currently, the VDRC maintains and makes available 31,879 Drosophila lines, consisting of: 
•	21,152	lines	in	the	GD	RNAi	collection,	constructed	by	P	element	mediated	transgenesis	
•	10,727	lines	in	the	KK	RNAi	collection,	constructed	by	phiC31	mediated	transgenesis	into	
preselected single genomic locus, VIE260b, on chromosome II. 
•	33	miscellaneous	stocks	used	for	the	construction	of	both	collections	
 
additionally, the VDRC provides: 
•	13,841	DNA	constructs	used	for	the	generation	of	the	GD	collection	
 
Collectively, the GD and KK libraries cover a total 13,264 Drosophila genes (93.1%), with 
the GD collection covering 11,972 genes (84.6%) and the KK collection covering 9502 
genes (71.49%). For most of the genes, more than one independent RNai line is available 
through the VDRC. 
 
administratively, the VDRC was initially operated jointly by the IMp and IMBa. From 
March 1, 2011, the VDRC formally became independent from IMp and IMBa and joined the 
Campus Science Support Facilities (CSF). This administrative move does not af fect any of 
the operating procedures of the VDRC, but will provide for more secure longterm funding.

Vienna Drosophila RNai Center (VDRC)
office@vdrc.at

Figure: RNAi in Drosophila.
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Valenta, C. (2011): Optimisation of multiple W/O/W nanoemulsions for
dermal delivery of aciclovir. International Journal of Pharmaceutics,
in press.

Stöger-Pollach, M., Treiber, C.D., Resch, G.P., Keays, D.A., Ennen, I. (2011): EMCD 
real space maps of Magnetospirillum magnetotacticum. Micron. 42(5):456-60 

Resch, G.P., Brandstetter, M., Pickl-Herk, A.M., Königsmaier, L., Wonesch, 
V.I., Urban, E. (2011). Immersion freezing of biological specimens: rationale, 
principles, and instrumentation. Cold Spring Harb Protoc. 2011(7):778-82 

Resch, G.P., Brandstetter, M., Königsmaier, L., Urban, E. , Pickl-Herk, A.M. 
(2011): Immersion Freezing of Suspended Particles and Cells for Cryo-Electron 
Microscopy. Cold Spring Harb Protoc. 2011(7):803-14 

Resch, G.P., Brandstetter M., Wonesch, V.I., Urban, E. (2011): Immersion Freezing 
of Cell Monolayers for Cryo-Electron Tomography. Cold Spring Harb Protoc. 
2011(7):815-23 

Fuest, M., Willim, K., Macnelly, S., Fellner, N., Resch, G.P., Blum, H.E., Hasselblatt, 
P. (2011): The transcription factor c-Jun protects against sustained hepatic 
endoplasmic reticulum stress thereby promoting hepatocyte survival. 
Hepatology, Sep 27. doi: 10.1002/hep.24699

GENOMICS
Schönbauer C, Distler J, Jährling N, Radolf M, Dodt HU, Frasch M, Schnorrer 
F. (2011). Spalt mediates an evolutionarily conserved switch to fibrillar muscle 
fate in insects. Nature. 479(7373):406-9

pROTEIN ChEMISTRY
Alexander, J., Lim, D., Joughin, BA., Hegemann, B., Hutchins, JR., Ehrenberger, 
T., Ivins, F., Sessa, F., Hudecz, O., Nigg, EA., Fry, AM., Musacchio, A., Stukenberg, 
PT., Mechtler, K., Peters, JM., Smerdon, SJ., Yaffe, MB. (2011). Spatial exclusivity 
combined with positive and negative selection of phosphorylation motifs is 
the basis for context-dependent mitotic signaling. Sci Signal. 4(179):ra42

Breitwieser, FP., Müller, A., Dayon, L., Köcher, T., Hainard, A., Pichler, P., Schmidt-
Erfurth, U., Superti-Furga, G., Sanchez, JC., Mechtler, K., Bennett, KL., Colinge, 
J. (2011). General statistical modeling of data from protein relative expression 
isobaric tags. J Proteome Res. 10(6):2758-66

Grosstessner-Hain, K., Hegemann, B., Novatchkova, M., Rameseder, J., 
Joughin, BA., Hudecz, O., Roitinger, E., Pichler, P., Kraut, N., Yaffe, MB., Peters, 
JM., Mechtler, K. (2011). Quantitative Phospho-proteomics to Investigate 
the Polo-like Kinase 1-Dependent Phospho-proteome. Mol Cell Proteomics. 
10(11):M111.008540

Handler, D., Olivieri, D., Novatchkova, M., Gruber, FS., Meixner, K., Mechtler, 
K., Stark, A., Sachidanandam, R., Brennecke, J. (2011). A systematic analysis 
of Drosophila TUDOR domain-containing proteins identifies Vreteno and 
the Tdrd12 family as essential primary piRNA pathway factors. EMBO J. 
30(19):3977-93

Hegemann, B., Hutchins, JR., Hudecz, O., Novatchkova, M., Rameseder, 
J., Sykora, MM., Liu, S., Mazanek, M., Lénárt, P., Hériché, JK., Poser, I., Kraut, 
N., Hyman, AA., Yaffe, MB., Mechtler, K., Peters, JM. (2011). Systematic 
phosphorylation analysis of human mitotic protein complexes. Sci Signal. 
4(198):rs12
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Holzmann, J., Fuchs, J., Pichler, P., Peters, JM., Mechtler, K. (2011). Lesson from 
the stoichiometry determination of the cohesin complex: a short protease 
mediated elution increases the recovery from cross-linked antibody-
conjugated beads. J Proteome Res. 10(2):780-9

Köcher, T., Pichler, P., Mazanek, M., Swart, R., Mechtler, K. (2011). Altered Mascot 
search results by changing the m/z range of MS/MS spectra: analysis and 
potential applications. Anal Bioanal Chem. 400(8):2339-47
 
Köcher, T., Pichler, P., Swart, R., Mechtler, K. (2011). Quality control in LC-MS/MS. 
Proteomics. 11(6):1026-30 

Köcher, T., Swart, R., Mechtler, K. (2011). Ultra-high-pressure RPLC hyphenated 
to an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos reveals a linear relation between peak capacity and 
number of identified peptides. Anal Chem. 83(7):2699-704 

Pichler, P., Köcher, T., Holzmann, J., Möhring, T., Ammerer, G., Mechtler, K. (2011). 
Improved precision of iTRAQ and TMT quantification by an axial extraction 
field in an Orbitrap HCD cell. Anal Chem. 83(4):1469-74

Popow, J., Englert, M., Weitzer, S., Schleiffer, A., Mierzwa, B., Mechtler, K., 
Trowitzsch, S., Will, CL., Lührmann, R., Söll, D., Martinez, J. (2011). HSPC117 
is the essential subunit of a human tRNA splicing ligase complex. Science. 
331(6018):760-4

Sixt, BS., Heinz, C., Pichler, P., Heinz, E., Montanaro, J., Op den Camp, HJ., 
Ammerer, G., Mechtler, K., Wagner, M., Horn, M. (2011). Proteomic analysis 
reveals a virtually complete set of proteins for translation and energy 
generation in elementary bodies of the amoeba symbiont Protochlamydia 
amoebophila. Proteomics. 11(10):1868-92

Taus, T., Köcher, T., Pichler, P., Paschke, C., Schmidt, A., Henrich, C., Mechtler, 
K. (2011). Universal and Confident Phosphorylation Site Localization Using 
phosphoRS.. J Proteome Res. 10(12):5354-62

TRaNSGENIC SERVICE
Fischer H, Szabo S, Scherz J, Jaeger K, Rossiter H, Buchberger M, Ghannadan 
M, Hermann M, Theussl HC, Tobin DJ, Wagner EF, Tschachler E, Eckhart L. 
(2011). Essential role of the keratinocyte-specific endonuclease DNase1L2 
in the removal of nuclear DNA from hair and nails. J Invest Dermatol. 2011 
Jun;131(6):1208-15

Taschler, U., Radner, FP., Heier, C., Schreiber, R., Schweiger, M., Schoiswohl, G., 
Preiss-Landl, K., Jaeger, D., Reiter, B., Koefeler, HC., Wojciechowski, J., Theussl, C., 
Penninger, JM., Lass, A., Haemmerle, G., Zechner, R., Zimmermann, R. (2011). 
Monoglyceride lipase deficiency in mice impairs lipolysis and attenuates diet-
induced insulin resistance. J Biol Chem. 286(20):17467-77  

NEX T GENERaTION SEQuENCING (CSF)
Ebert, A., McManus, S., Tagoh, H., Medvedovic, J., Salvagiotto, G., Novatchkova, 
M., Tamir, I., Sommer, A., Jaritz, M., Busslinger, M. (2011). The distal V(H) gene 
cluster of the Igh locus contains distinct regulatory elements with Pax5 
transcription factor-dependent activity in pro-B cells. Immunity 34(2):175-87

Huang R, Jaritz M, Guenzl P, Vlatkovic I, Sommer A, Tamir IM, Marks H, Klampfl 
T, Kralovics R, Stunnenberg HG, Barlow DP, Pauler FM. (2011). An RNA-Seq 
Strategy to Detect the Complete Coding and Non-Coding Transcriptome 
Including Full-Length Imprinted Macro ncRNAs. PLoS One. 2011;6(11):e27288

McManus, S., Ebert, A., Salvagiotto, G., Medvedovic, J., Sun, Q., Tamir, I., Jaritz, 
M., Tagoh, H., Busslinger, M. (2011). The transcription factor Pax5 regulates its 
target genes by recruiting chromatin-modifying proteins in committed B cells. 
EMBO J. 30(12):2388-404
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Seminar Speakers
JaNuaRY
10.01.11  peter Jonas 

IST Austria 
Dendritic integration and transmitter release in fast-spiking hippocampal interneurons

12.01.11  Tomaso poggio 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Learning and Vision in Brains and Machines

20.01.11  Mitsuhiro Yanagida 
Kyoto University, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology 
Metabolic control of chromosome dynamics and cell division

27.01.11  lumir Krejci 
Masaryk University 
Homologous recombination and its quality control

FEBRuaRY
02.02.11  hans Clevers 

Hubrecht Institute 
Wnt, Lgr5, stem cells and cancer

03.02.11  Daniel Gerlich 
ETH Zurich 
Bridging spatial and temporal resolution gaps in the study of cell division

24.02.11  Michael Rosbash 
Brandeis University 
Circadian Rhythms and Gene Expression: Molecules, Neurons and Circuits

25.02.11  arnd pralle 
Dept. of Physiology & Biophysics, State University New York at Buffalo 
Remote triggering of ion channels and neurons through magnetic-field heating of 
nanoparticles

MaRCh
02.03.11  Gilles laurent 

Max Planck Institute for Brain Research 
Dynamics and Circuits for Olfactory Coding

03.03.11  Walter Schaffner 
University of Zurich 
A career in gene regulation - what went right, what went wrong

10.03.11  Nipam patel 
University of California, Berkeley 
Developmental and Evolutionary Insights from Newly Emerging Model Organisms

24.03.11  Jerzy paszkowski 
University of Geneva 
Epigenetic control of retrotransposition

28.03.11  Rudolf Oehler 
Anna Spiegel Center of Translational Research 
Advances, Challenges, and Limitations in Clinical Proteomics

30.03.11  Ruth Birner-Grünberger 
Center of Medical Research, Medical University of Graz 
Lipo-proteomics: functional proteomics in lipid research

30.03.11  Eileen Furlong 
EMBL 
cis-regulatory networks during development: Is there a code?

apRIl
06.04.11  Natalia Soshnikova 

University of Geneva 
Epigenetic regulation of Hox genes during vertebrate development: repression, activation 
and insulation?

06.04.11  Steven Gygi 
Harvard Medical School 
A tissue-specific atlas of the mouse phosphoproteome

11.04.11  Mike Walker 
University of Auckland 
Animal magnetism: Structure, function and use of the magnetic sense in animals

14.04.11  Toru hirota 
Japanese Foundation for Cancer Research 
How chromosome assembly is triggered in cells entering mitosis

14.04.11  Yang Shi 
Harvard Medical School 
Histone demethylases: mechanisms and link to mental retardation

15.04.11  David Sherrat 
University of Oxford 
in vitro and in vivo single-molecule studies of chromosome replication and segregation

21.04.11  William Martin 
Heinrich-Heine-University, Duesseldorf 
Eukaryote origin, endosymbiosis, and the energetics of genome complexity

26.04.11  peter Reddien 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Title to be announced

28.04.11  John Tainer 
Scripps Research Institute 
An allosteric paradigm for DNA damage response networks: A dawn for mechanistic 
systems biology in disease prediction and intervention

29.04.11  Werner l. Straube 
Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry 
A practical approach towards high-throughput absolute quantitation using high resolution 
mass spectrometry

MaY
04.05.11  Steven henikoff 

Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Histone variant dynamics and epigenetics

05.05.11  Tomoyuki Tanaka 
College of Life Sciences, University of Dundee 
Kinetochore-microtubule interactions: the means to the end

06.05.11  Gary Brouhard 
McGill University 
How to Make a Microtubule: Control of Microtubule Architecture by Doublecortin

11.05.11  Rui M. Costa 
Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciencia 
Learning and organizing new action repertoires

12.05.11  Yuh Nung Jan 
University of California, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Dendrite morphogenesis and functional implications
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13.05.11  Edgar Serfling 
University of Würzburg 
NFAT Transcription Factors Control the Fate of Lymphocytes upon Immunoreceptor 
Stimulation

19.05.11  John Doebley 
University of Wisconsin 
Evolution under Domestication: An example from Maize

26.05.11  David Dougan 
LaTrobe University, Melbourne 
Regulated protein degradation in bacteria: AAA+ proteases and the adaptor proteins that 
control them

27.05.11  Iris Salecker 
MRC, National Institute for Medical Research, London 
Regulation of layer-specific targeting in the visual system of Drosophila

JuNE
01.06.11  Geert Kops 

University Medical Center Utrecht 
Maintaining Genomic Stability: How Mitotic Kinases Regulate Chromosome Segregation

08.06.11 Christian Machens 
Ecole Superior Normale, Paris 
Computational and optogenetic dissection of the oculomotor integrator circuit

09.06.11  Gero Miesenboeck 
University of Oxford 
Lighting Up the Brain

14.06.11  Oliver Bimber 
Johannes Kepler University Linz 
The Potential of Light Fields for Microscopy

16.06.11  Nikolai Mischeriko 
University Medical Centre Utrecht 
Characterization of post-translational modifications of the transcription-related protein 
complexes TFIID and SAGA from Saccharomyces cerevisiae

16.06.11  alexander Tomasz 
The Rockefeller University 
Accelerated Evolution: Tracking Genes and Phenotypes in Antibiotic Resistant S. aureus

17.06.11  Christian huber 
University of Salzburg 
High-resolution liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry of intact proteins: challenges 
and perspectives for proteome analysis

21.06.11  Francois Nedelec 
EMBL Heidelberg 
Modeling the dynamic architecture of a meiotic spindle

22.06.11  Julie Cooper 
Cancer Research UK, London Research Institute 
Telomeres and the challenges to chromosome integrity

29.06.11  Bjoern Kampa 
Center for Brain Research, University of Zurich 
Representation of visual scenes in local cortical circuits

30.06.11  Neil hunter 
University of California 
Making A Connection Between Chromosomes During Meiosis

JulY
01.07.11  Maxime Bouchard 

McGill University 
Morphogenesis and cancer of the urogenital system: Gata3, LAR phosphatases and friends

07.07.11  lewis Cantley 
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
PI 3-Kinase and Disease

14.07.11  Eric Selker 
University of Oregon, Institute of Molecular Biology 
Control of DNA methylation and heterochromatin formation in Neurospora

15.07.11  Joseph Schlessinger 
Yale University School of Medicine 
Cell Signaling by Receptor Tyrosine Kinases: from basic principles to cancer therapy

18.07.11  Saurabh Sinha 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Exploring the evolutionary origins of homotypic binding site clustering with a quantitative 
model of cis-regulatory function

28.07.11  James Crowe 
Vanderbilt Vaccine Center 
Genetic and Structural Basis for Neutralization of Viruses by Human Antibodies

auGuST
29.08.11  Julian heng 

Monash University 
Transcription factor control of neuronal migration during mouse brain development

SEpTEMBER
01.09.11  alberto Kornblihtt 

University of Buenos Aires 
Chromatin and transcription regulate alternative splicing

07.09.11  Michael Eisen 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Starting the Engines: Activation and Regulation of Transcription in the Early Drosophila 
Embryo

08.09.11  Joanna Wysocka 
Stanford School of Medicine 
Stem cells, enhancers and emergence of epigenomes in development

15.09.11  Maarten Fornerod 
Erasmus University Medical Center 
Chromatin interactions with the nuclear periphery

20.09.11  alexander Fleischmann 
Center for Interdisciplinary Research in Biology, Paris 
Genetic Analysis of Olfactory Processing and Function in Mice

21.09.11  Kees Murre 
University of California, San Diego 
Long-Range Genomic Interactions and the Generation of Antigen Receptor Diversity

22.09.11  peter Donnelly 
Oxford University 
The Evolution of Recombination Hotspots

29.09.11  Frank Schnorrer 
Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried 
The Making of Flight Muscles
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OCTOBER
11.10.11  Julia Zeitlinger 

Stowers Institute for Medical Research 
Predicting future gene expression during Drosophila development based on chromatin 
status

12.10.11  Stanislas leibler 
Rockefeller University 
Survival in the face of unknown: Lessons from microbes

14.10.11  Timothy Mitchison 
Harvard Medical School 
How does a large cell find its center?

19.10.11  Björn Brembs 
Freie Universität Berlin 
Action – outcome evaluation: the genetics of Drosophila self-learning

20.10.11  Enrico Coen 
John Innes Centre 
From Genes to Shape

24.10.11  Martin Wild 
University of Auckland 
Magnetoreception and long distance navigation in birds: is the trigeminal system involved?

24.10.11  François Spitz 
EMBL 
Exploring the regulatory architecture of the mammalian genome

27.10.11  Sir philip Cohen 
MRC Protein Phosphorylation Unit, University of Dundee 
Novel and unexpected roles for the IKK-related kinases in the regulation of innate immunity

NOVEMBER
09.11.11  Joszef Csicsvary 

IST Austria 
Spatial Learning Associated Reorganisation of Hippocampal Circuits

21.11.11  Ilona Grunwald-Kadow 
Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology 
Smelling CO2 - Drosophila as a model system for nervous system development and function

24.11.11  Nikolaus pfanner 
University of Freiburg 
Mitochondrial protein import: from proteomics to functional mechanisms

28.11.11  Silvia arber 
Biozentrum - University of Basel 
Organizational Principles of Antagonistic Motor Circuits

DECEMBER
02.12.11  Melina Schuh 

MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology 
Oocyte + Actin: Old Love - New Affairs

07.12.11  Sebastian Carotta 
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research 
Transcriptional regulation of lymphoid development

12.12.11  Scott Williams 
Rockefeller University 
Asymmetric cell divisions in mammalian epidermal development

12.12.11  Dirk hockemeyer 
The Whitehead Institute 
Elucidating telomerase function using genetically defined human stem cell models

14.12.11  Rushad pavri 
Rockefeller University 
The transcriptional basis of antibody gene diversification by AID

14.12.11  Yadin Dudai 
The Weizmann Institute of Science 
Consolidation of Long-Term Memory: Does it ever end?

14.12.11  Cecilia Cotta-Ramusino 
Harvard Medical School 
Genetic Interrogation of the DNA damage response

15.12.11  Frank Chan 
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology 
Selecting for Giants --- Genetic Dissection of an Adaptive Complex Trait in Laboratory and 
Wild Mice

19.12.11  luisa Cochella 
Columbia University 
Spatial and temporal specificity of miRNA function during development in C. elegans

19.12.11  Dimitrios anastasiou 
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center & Harvard Medical School 
Pyruvate kinase M2 and cancer metabolism

20.12.11  Xiaoke Chen 
Columbia University 
How does the brain know what the tongue knows?

21.12.11  Florian Schmitzberger 
Harvard Medical School 
Structure of the Ctf19-Mcm21 complex reveals a recurring module in kinetochore 
architecture
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awards & honors
Meinrad Busslinger
• ERC Advanced Investigator Grant by the European Research Council
“Transcriptional networks controlling lymphocyte development”

Barry Dickson
• Marie Curie International Training Network:
“Systems neuroscience of Drosophila: from genes to circuits to behaviour”

Tomoko Fujii (peters Group)
• PRESTO grant by the Japan Science and Technology Agency

Karl Mechtler
• Elected president of the Austrian Proteomics Society

Jan-Michael peters
• Wittgenstein Award by the Austrian federal government

Oliver Schraidt (Marlovits Group)
• Vienna Biocenter PhD Award

andrew Straw
• ERC Starting Grant by the European Research Council.
“Linking neural circuits to visual guidance in flying flies”
• WWTF Cognitive Sciences Call: 
“Algorithms, neural circuitry, and genetics of high-level visual behaviour  
in the fly”

alipasha Vaziri
• WWTF Young Research Group Vienna: 
“Multi scale understanding of biological function”

Manuel Zimmer
• ERC Starting Grant by the European Research Council.
“Neuromodulation of Oxygen Chemosensory Circuits in Caenorhabditis 
elegans”



SpONSORS & paRTNERS

The IMp would like to thank the following sponsors 
and funding organizations - first of all its shareholder 

Boehringer Ingelheim - for their valuable financial 
commitment and continuing support:

Sponsors & partners

BMWF
Boehringer Ingelheim

EMBO
ESF

European Research Council
European union

FEBS
FFG
FWF

GEN-au
hFSp

laura Bassi Centres
lISa

Marie Curie
Stadt Wien

WWTF
ZIT

HFSP
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SCIENTIFIC aDVISORY BOaRD

In order to maintain the highest standard of research, the IMp has installed a 
process of review and feedback: the Scientific advisory Board (SaB), consisting 
of internationally recognized scientists. The Board meets yearly at the IMp, 
and, together with IMp researchers, discusses the quality, significance, and 
main focus of research conducted at the IMp.
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Scientific advisory Board

pROF. WOlFGaNG RET TIG

Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, 
Ingelheim, Germany

pROF. CORNElIa BaRGMaNN

Rockefeller University, New York, USA
(Chair)

pROF. aNGElIKa aMON

MIT - Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology,
Cambridge, USA

pROF. TOBIaS BONhOEFFER

MPI Martinsried, 
Germany

DR. EWaN BIRNEY

EMBL-EBI, 
Hinxton, UK

pROF. aNTON BERNS

Netherlands Cancer Institute,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

DR. DaN lIT TMaN

NYU Langone Medical Center, 
New York, USA

pROF. VENKI RaMaKRIShNaN

 MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, 
Cambridge, UK

pROF. RuDOlF JaENISCh

The Whitehead Institute,
Cambridge, USA

pROF. TOM RapOpORT

Harvard Medical School
Boston, USA

pROF. DR. NORBERT KRauT

Boehringer Ingelheim RCV GmbH
Vienna, Austria 
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aDMINISTRaTION aND OThER SERVICES

administration and Other Services

ManageMent
Barry DICKSON Managing Director/ Science
Harald ISEMANN Managing Director/ 
 Finance and Administration
Meinrad BUSSLINGER Director of Academic Affairs
Peter STEINLEIN Manager Scientific Services

ManageMent assistance/scientific secretariat
Chris ROBINSON Assistant to the Scientific Director/PhD Affairs

Manuela JUNG Assistant to the Senior Scientists/Seminar Coordinator

Gerti KÖLBL Assistant to the Admin. Director

accounting/controlling
Brigitte WEISER Head of Accounting/Controlling
Renate ZETL Accounting Clerk
Anita SOMMER Accounting Clerk
Hanna VOGL Accounting Clerk
Gesine WALNSCH (until 09/11) Controller
Romana BOHNENSTINGL Controller

HuMan resources
Werner LEITNER Personnel Officer
Daniela PILLER Personnel Officer
Sabine STEURER Recruiting & Development Manager

grants ManageMent
Tanja WINKLER Head of Grants Management
Uta POHN Assistant to the Grants Manager

it service DepartMent
Werner KUBINA Head of IT-Service Dept.
Andreas RIEPL Deputy Head of IT-Service Dept.
Benjamin ALMEIDA (until 02/11) IT System Manager
Christian BRANDSTÄTTER IT System Manager
Gert BRÜNNER IT System Manager
Kirk BUTUK IT System Manager
Sebastian RUF IT System Manager
Johannes TRUSCHNIGG (until 04/11) IT System Manager
Herlind ECKHARDT IT System Manager

grapHics DepartMent
Hannes TKADLETZ Graphics Artist
Tibor KULCSAR Graphics Artist

reception
Christian LAUFER Receptionist 
Christine SCALISI Receptionist
Nadja MAYR Receptionist

purcHasing DepartMent / store
Erwin KUNZ Head of Purchasing Dept./Store
Brigitte LENZ Deputy Head of Purchasing Dept.
Angela GANGLBERGER Purchasing Agent
Caroline FORMANN Purchasing Agent 
Eva SCHARNER-KÖCK Purchasing Agent
Jürgen Gerhard RUSCHER Store Manager
Robert BLÜMEL Store Clerk

coMMunications
Evelyn DEVUYST (IMBA) Communications Manager
Heidemarie HURTL Communications Manager 

library
Karlo PAVLOVIC Head Librarian

cafeteria
Michael ENZBERGER Chef de Cuisine
Taoufik BAHMOU Chef
Wolfgang BRAUN (until 06/11) Chef
Mohamed MOUELHI Chef
Joachim LINS (until 08/11) Pastry Chef
Shirli SEKER Pastry Chef
Katrin HUPF Buffet
Helga MEHOFER Buffet
Sabine SMALCL Buffet
Hanna AHARODNIKAVA Kitchen Assistant
Nataija BERTA Kitchen Assistant
Asuman CAKAR Kitchen Assistant
Güler CICOS Kitchen Assistant
Lugano MWAKILEMBE Kitchen Assistant
Selma YILDIRIM (until 08/11) Kitchen Assistant
Semra YILDIRIM Kitchen Assistant

facilit y ManageMent
Alexander CHLUP Head of Facility Management
Michael KRATOCHWILLE Deputy Head of Facility M.
Nadir AYKUT Maintenance Technician
Christian DAVID Maintenance Technician
Patrick GUST  Maintenance Technician
Gerhard MÜLLER Maintenance Technician
Wolfgang RACHOLZ Maintenance Technician
Martin ROJDL Maintenance Technician
Alexander TRIEB Maintenance Technician
Stefan TRINKER-GRONAU Maintenance Technician

WorksHop
Martin COLOMBINI Head of Workshop
David KUMMERER Deputy Head of Workshop
Vladimir KOLCAR Workshop Technician
Michael ZIEGLER Workshop Technician

DisH WasHing
Renate WÖHRER Head of Dish Washing
Aysel AYKUT Technical Assistant
Sultan CAN Technical Assistant
Vesna DJORDJEVIC (until 06/11) Technical Assistant
Nuray KILIC Technical Assistant
Bettina RADICH Technical Assistant
Renate STIX Technical Assistant
Norbert DEMETER Technical Assistant
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The IMp and Its Surroundings
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ThE IMp aND ITS SuRROuNDINGS

The Research Inst i tute of Molecular pathology ( IMp) is  a basic 
b iome dica l  research center  in  V ienna ,  the capi ta l  o f  aus t r ia .  
Its major sponsor is Boehringer Ingelheim, a globally operating 
phar maceut ic a l  comp any wi th  i t s  h eadquar ter s  in  G er many.  
The knowledge created at the IMp is at the disposal of Boehringer 
Ingelheim for the development of innovative diagnostic and therapeutic 
concepts.

The Campus Vienna Biocenter
Opened in 1988 close to the city center, the IMp triggered the development 
of its neighbourhood into a teeming biotechnology hub. Today’s  
“Campus Vienna Biocenter” (VBC) is also home to the Max F. perutz 
laboratories (MFpl; university and Medical university of Vienna), 
the Institute of Molecular Biotechnology (IMBa; austrian academy of 
Sciences) and the Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular plant Biology 
(GMI; austrian academy of Sciences), a university of applied Sciences, 
several biotech companies, a non-profit scientif ic society and the 
Vienna Open lab. 

Close ties have been knit between the IMp and IMBa: the institutes 
are not only linked physically by an attractive skywalk, but cooperate 
closely on all levels and share large parts of their infrastructure. 
More than 1400 people from 40 dif ferent nations currently work at 
the Campus VBC. Campus members enjoy a scientifically and socially 
stimulating environment and take advantage of shared facilities such as 
the Max perutz library at the IMp and the Vienna Biocenter International 
phD program. a number of events, including seminars and lectures, 
are open to all.

Vienna – a City of Many Facets
For those whose interests stretch beyond science, Vienna also has a lot 
to offer. home to about 1.7 million people, the city is the political and 
cultural center of the country and its gateway to the east. Once the heart 
of the largest European empire, Vienna draws on a rich cultural heritage 
which is ref lected in splendid buildings and unique art collections. 
But Vienna is a city of many facets. Modern architecture, splendid 

galleries and stylish shops are as much a part of everyday life as the 
famous concert halls, the big museums and the nostalgic little streets.  
as any European capital, Vienna also offers a vibrant nightlife, with a 
rich selection of restaurants, cozy bars, and trendy clubs.

apart from Vienna’s focus on art and culture, it also has a long-standing 
tradition in science. Founded in 1365, the university of Vienna is the 
oldest university in the German-speaking world and the largest in 
austria. With a student population of more than 120,000, Vienna offers 
not only the academic but also the cultural and social infrastructure 
that comes with student life.

and if your brain needs to be refreshed, there is always the call of 
nature. a day away from the lab may take you skiing to the nearby alps, 
windsurfing at lake Neusiedl or watching rare birds in the Seewinkel. 
Even within the borders of Vienna, you can enjoy a hike through dense 
woods, go canoeing in a National park, climb impressive limestone cliffs 
or stroll through rolling vineyards. In fact, more than 50% of Vienna’s 
surface area is covered by vegetation.



The IMp of fers a dynamic scientif ic environment for students and 
scientists at all levels of training. IMp scientists have a passion for 
research, which extends not only to their own work but also to work 
of colleagues and neighbors. Research at the IMp is multidisciplinary, 
combining biologists, computer scientists, and physicists, for example, 
in one place. Regardless of one’s background, the IMp is a place to 
learn. The concentration of top class research at the IMp generates 
energy among the scientists. This intensity and excitement of discovery 
provide the foundations of the outstanding research at the Institute.

Researchers of all backgrounds will f ind intellectual stimulation at 
the IMp. The weekly VBC seminar series invites renowned scientists to 
present their discoveries; everyone is encouraged to interact with these 
guests. additionally, the IMp has initiated a IMp seminar series, named 
after the IMp´s founding director Max Birnstiel, to highlight outstanding 
scientific researchers from around the world (see pages 72-75). 
“Monday Seminars” provide an opportunity to find out what breakthroughs 
are being made within the IMp and at the VBC: doctoral students and 
post-doctoral researchers present their work once a year to the VBC 
community. Journal clubs, informal seminars, and the VBC lecture 
series provide opportunities to delve deeper into a subject of interest.  
The annual IMp recess provides an intense overview of current research 
from all of the IMp groups.

Vienna has a continuously expanding offering of scientific meetings 
and conferences. The students of the VBC International phD program 
organize an annual symposium focused on an emerging field in biology, 
again recruiting international researchers both as speakers and as 

guests. Interactions with other scientific research institutions in Vienna 
provide opportunities to extend one’s scope beyond the disciplines 
investigated on the VBC campus.

The IMp has a tremendous infrastructure, on par with the best research 
institutes in the world despite the IMp’s relatively small size. The support 
facilities and services are substantial; they eliminate the need to worry 
about mundane details and allow everyone to focus on science. The 
IMp provides an extremely supportive environment for scientists at 
all levels. For instance, the grants department provides help with 
funding, public relations will prepare press releases, and the graphics 
department can advise on figures and presentations. Researchers will 
find they have few or no administrative duties, due to a talented and 
extremely helpful administrative support staf f.

The excellent reputation of the IMp attracts out-standing students and 
post-docs from around the world. Vienna is a fantastic city, with a high 
quality of life and an international appeal. English is widely spoken. all 
of these factors contribute to the international character of the IMp and 
make it an exciting place to pursue scientific discovery.

More information about career opportunities at the IMp is available 
at: www.imp.ac.at

Your Career at the IMp

Recess 2011
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MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Learning and Vision in Brains and Machines”
Tomaso Poggio, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology

Tomaso poggio, currently a professor at 
MIT, uSa, is one of the pioneers in the field 
of computational neuroscience and has 
been working in this par ticular f ield for 
the past 40 years! his work has touched 
numerous aspects, ranging from the most 
basic neuroscience problems like dendritic 
integration to computer vision applications like 
face detection software. In the Birnstiel lecture, 
Tomaso discussed the recent research interest 
of his lab which deals with computational 
modeling of learning and vision. his lab has 
come up with a computationally simplistic 
model which is based entirely on anatomical 
and physiological data from experiments 
on humans and monkeys . In spite of its 
simplicity the model works surprisingly well at 
complex visual recognition tasks like detecting 
whether an animal is present or absent in 
an image. The model worked as good as 
human volunteers carrying out the same 
task! This now provides a validation of the 
known data and also a framework for future 
experiments in this field. Tomaso even gave 
glimpses of future directions of this work in 
which they are trying to model even more 
complex tasks like visual attention.

NEW IMP GROUP LEADERS

Johannes Zuber started his new group 
at IMp in January. he is a trained medical 
doctor and spent the last six years in the 
laborator y of Scot t lowe at the Cold 
Spring harbor laboratory, NY. Johannes 
uses genetically defined mouse models 
of acute myeloid leukemia and other 
cancers to dissect the impact of individual 
mutations on tumorigenesis , disease 
progression and treatment response. 

Wulf haubensak started his group at IMp 
in January. Since 2003 he was a member 
of the team of David anderson at the 
California Institute of Technology. at the 
IMp Wulf investigates the underlying neural 
basis of emotions, applying molecular-, 
pharmaco-, and optogenetic methods 
to map neural circuits for emotional 
behaviors in mice.

alipasha Vaziri, who is a joint group leader 
of IMp and MFpl, started in april. Before, 
he worked at the howard hughes Medical 
Institute, uSa. at the IMp and MFpl alipasha 
aims to understand biological function 
on a multi-level scale: the fundamental 
principles of protein and bio-molecular 
dynamics on the nano-scale, and the 
dynamic interactions in cellular networks 
giving rise to macroscopic function and 
behavior on the organism level.

MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Dynamics and Circuits for Olfactory Coding”
Gilles Laurent, Max Planck Institute for 
Brain Research

Gilles laurent‘s lab in Caltech has been 
studying the structure and function of 
the insect olfactory system for more 
than twent y years and made major 
contributions in the understanding of 
this system.  In his talk, he showed how 
mathematical modeling of the olfactory 
circuit could help put together past 
experimental observations to build a 
working odor information processing 
system. he also showed how the model 
could be useful in making predictions 
about missing functional elements of 
the circuit, which were then identified 
experimentally in his lab. Furthermore, he 
showed some experimental evidence of 
a plasticity process in a higher olfactory 
center which in normal condit ions 
constantly  stabilizes the system by 
self-tuning but can also support learning 
of behaviorally relevant associations 
upon the action of reinforcement signals. 
Gilles laurent is now director of the 
Max planck Institute for Brain Research 
in Frankfurt.

IMP DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Jan-Michael peters, Senior Scientist 
at IMp, has been promoted to the 
position of Deputy Scientific Director 
this January. Jan joined IMp in 1996 
and has been a Senior Scientist 
since 2002.

MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Wnt, lgr5, stem cells and cancer”
hans Clevers, hubrecht Institute, Nl

hans Clevers is director of the hubrecht 
Institute (utrecht, Netherlands) and made 
many important discoveries in the field of Wnt 
signaling, cancer and stem cell biology. Recently 
he characterized the stem cell compartment 
of the gut, stomach and hair follicle. In his 
lecture, he discussed the characterization 
of intestinal stem cells and their niche in 
the crypt of the villi of the gut. he reported 
that a single stem cell could give rise, in 
an in vitro culture system, to an organoid 
structure resembling the intestinal villus and, 
upon transplantation, to reconstitution of the 
gut, which may lead to important medical 
applications of stem cell transplantation in 
the future. 

VBC SPRING CONCERT

This years’ VBC Spring Concert took place 
on March 23. The first half of the concert 
featured three piano duets, several solo 
performances on cello and piano, and was 
rounded off with a Neapolitan love song, two 
Turkish folk songs and two jazz pieces. The 
second half featured the “MolBio Orchestra” 
which performed classical pieces, including 
Mozart ’s Clarinet Concerto in a major and 
the Waltz No. 2 by Shostakovich, followed 
by modern pieces including the Overture 
from “phantom of the Opera” and a medley 
from “Indiana Jones”.
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AN EVENING OF SHORT PLAYS

The Vienna Biocenter amateur Dramatic Club invited all VBC 
employees to attend the show, “Smorgasbord”, on May 4 and 5. 
The theatrical banquet of four short plays included “The proposal” 
and “The Boor” by the Russian playwright anton Chekhov, “press 
Cuttings” by the Irish playwright George Bernard Shaw and “Die 
panne” by the Swiss playwright Friedrich Dürrenmatt.

VBC PHD RETREAT

In the last week of June, 75 phD students and 
three invited speakers met for a common/joint 
phD Retreat in the southeast of austria, near the 
hungarian and Slovenian borders. The students 
presented their projects in a poster session and 
the speakers gave three entertaining, versatile 
and very interesting talks. Julie Cooper talked 
about her life as a group leader in the uS and 
the uK and about her postdoctoral experiences 
in the labs of Tom Cech and paul Nurse, two 
Nobel laureates. Thomas höger explained how 
he ended up as the CEO and CFO of apogenix, a 
small company that took a novel drug from the 
research lab through to clinical trials. Barbara pauly 
who works as an editor for EMBO-reports gave 
an insight into the journals’ side of publishing 
and into a typical day at the of fice of an editor.

05/11
MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“A tissue-specific atlas of the mouse phosphoproteome”
Steven Gygi, Harvard Medical School

Steven Gygi’s lab at harvard Medical School develops 
and applies new technologies in mass spectrometry 
and proteomics. among these techniques are ICaT 
(Isotope-Coded affinity Tags), the paradigm for 
chemical labeling using isotope-coded tags for 
relative quantification, aQua (isotope-coded synthetic 
peptides for absolute Quantification), and methods 
for detecting protein phosphorylation and for the 
assignment of phosphorylation sites. In his talk, 
Steven discussed the application of state-of-the-art 
proteomics methods to study the proteome and 
phosphoproteome of nine mouse tissues. The 
numbers of proteins identified varied between 
5574 (pancreas) and 7644 (spleen) depending on 
the type of tissue. When data from all nine tissue 
samples were taken together, 12039 proteins could 
be identified, among these 6296 phosphoproteins 
harboring nearly 36,000 phosphorylation sites. In this 
study, spectral counting was performed to provide 
a semi-quantitative measure of protein abundance. 
The data is available as a web-based resource at 
http://gygi.med.harvard.edu/phosphomouse/index.
php.  although Steven has extensive experience 
with SIlaC (stable isotope labeling with amino 
acids in cell culture), he concluded his talk with 
a statement that he expects an advent of isobaric 
labeling techniques such as iTRaQ (isobaric tags 
for relative and absolute quantification) and TMT 
(tandem mass tags) in quantitative proteomics 
because these techniques of fer the benefit of 
multiplexing, i.e. the possibility to analyze samples 
parallel.

MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Histone variant dynamics and epigenetics”
Steven Henikoff, Howard Hughes Medical Institute

On May 4th we had the pleasure to host 
Steven henikof f, currently an Investigator 
of the howard hughes Medical Institute, a 
Member of the Basic Sciences Division of the 
Fred hutchinson Cancer Research Center and 
affiliate professor of Genome Sciences at the 
university of Washington. Steven performs in 
his laboratory an extraordinary wide range 
of experimental research – not only has he 
made important contributions to understand 
epigenetic inheritance, nucleosome dynamics, 
chromosome struc ture and centromere 
evolution but also DNa methylation and 
imprinting in plants. he has also made a name 
for himself as an inventor, designing innovative 
techniques such as tools for computational 
analysis, in vivo mapping of nucleosome 
turnover and functional genomics which 
has proven to be invaluable not only in his 
laboratory, but to researchers around the world. 
Some of his more recent studies have aimed to 
understand the elusive relationship between 
chromatin and epigenetic inheritance. In large 
part, the focus has been on the universal set 
of histone variants that replace canonical 
histones independent of replication, the 
topic of his Max Birnstiel lecture. 

WITTGENSTEIN AWARD FOR 
JAN-MICHAEL PETERS

On June 21 IMp senior scientist and deputy director 
Jan-Michael peters was awarded the Wittgenstein award 
2011, which is austria’s top research prize. Science Minister 
Karlheinz Töchterle and FWF-president Christoph Kratky 
presented the award. The Wittgenstein prize is worth 
1.5 Million Euros and is strictly confined to research. 
The endowment will enable Jan-Michael peters - whose 
interest has focused on the molecular mechanisms 
of cell division - to investigate fur ther how DNa is 
packaged within the chromosomes.

06/11

© VBC Amateur Dramatic Club
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IMP SUMMER PARTY

This year ’s summer par t y was blessed with 
beautiful weather. after an initial get-together 
with food and drinks the games were opened. 
Dodgeball was the first one and was taken up 
enthusiastically. The purpose of the game is 
that players of one team eliminate players of 
the opposing team by hitting them with a ball 
while avoiding being hit themselves. In the 
speedy Dragonboat race and the following 
Softball Variation all participants could prove 
their team spirit and f itness. Everybody had 
fun and the well-deserved dinner including the 
trophy ceremony rounded of f a wonderful day

MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Starting the Engines: Activation and Regulation 
of Transcription in the Early Drosophila Embryo.”
Mike Eisen, UC Berkeley and HHMI

The Max Birnstiel lecture in September was 
given by Mike Eisen (uC Berkeley and hhMI), 
who is also one of the co-founders of the open-
access journal ploS Biology. Mike presented his 
latest work on transcriptional regulation in the 
early Drosophila embryo. he showed that deep 
sequencing of embryonic RNa from a cross of 
two dif ferent wildtype Drosphila strains can be 
used to discriminate transcripts that originate 
from the maternal and the paternal allele, thereby 
also classifying zygotic and maternally deposited 
RNas. In the 2nd part of his talk, he identified 
the maternally deposited transcription factor 
Zelda as an important factor of early zygotic 
chromatin organization and transcription: early 
binding sites of unrelated transcription factors 
were enriched in Zelda motifs and Zelda was 
indeed found to bind to most of these sites, 
potentially opening them or keeping them open.

VBC SUMMER SCHOOL

For the second time this year, the VBC Summer 
School provided the opportunity for undergraduate 
students to spend ten weeks at one of Europe‘s 
leading research centers. From June 23 to august 29, 
twenty-six students representing nineteen dif ferent 
countries worked on their assigned research projects 
in one of the labs at IMp, IMBa, GMI and MFpl. The 
program was accompanied by a series of lectures and 
many social activities. again, the Summer School was 
a tremendous success and concluded with a scientific 
mini-symposium in which each student presented his 
or her results and competed for an award.

“TWELFTH NIGHT”

On 24th and 25th august 2011, the Vienna Biocenter 
amateur Dramatic Club performed its annual outdoor 
Shakespeare production, which was this year “Twelfth 
Night”. Regarded by many as the finest of the Bard‘s 
comedies, this piece involves slapstick humor, wordplay, 
music and a large dose of anarchy to create a matchless 
atmosphere of mirth. The play took place on the lawn 
of the Campus Vienna Biocenter and thanks to the 
beautiful weather both the show and the barbecue 
afterwards were very well-attended. More than 100 
people turned out for each performance.

MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“long-Range Genomic Interactions and the 
Generation of antigen Receptor Diversity”
Kees Murre, university of California, San 
Diego

09/1107/11 08/11
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MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Sur vival in the face of unknown: Lessons from 
microbes”
Stanislas Leibler, Rockefeller University

The Max Birnstiel lecture “Survival in the face of 
the unknown: lessons from microbes” was given 
by Stanislas leibler from the Rockefeller university 
and princeton university.  Stan is a physicist who 
has applied quantitative methods and theory 
to a variety of biological problems including 
self-organization of microtubule structures, 
communication in complex neuronal networks, 
and most recently, how bacterial populations 
respond in f luctuating environments.  he thinks 
about biological systems in novel ways - for 
instance, applying economic theory to predict 
protein folding - and his talk tomorrow will 
show the sorts of discoveries that can be made 
when one approaches long-standing questions 
from a dif ferent perspective.  Stan’s work on 
how microbes persist through environmental 
stresses has assessed phenotypic heterogeneity 
in individual bacteria to find switches encoded 
in the network that enable rare survivors.  Now 
he is ex tending these studies to long-term 
population analyses using some exciting technical 
developments.

THINK ALTERNATIVE!

One of the highlights of every academic year at the Vienna 
Biocenter (VBC) is the phD symposium organized by VBC 
graduate students for students and scientif ic fellows 
from all over the world. The 9th VBC International phD 
Symposium was held on November 3-4, 2011. It was entitled 
“Think alternative! Insights from unconventional Model 
Organisms”. The idea was to discover the opportunities and 
benefits that are offered by systems other than the classical 
genetic models, such as fruit f lies, arabidopsis or mice. 
The symposium covered a broad range of research topics, 
including regeneration, epigenetic inheritance, germline 
specif ication, development, evo-devo, neurobiology, 
behavior, and even paleogenomics.

RECESS

From October 5-7, IMP scientists met with 
members of the Scientific Advisory Board 
(SAB) to present their work and discuss their 
research. The SAB, consisting of internationally 
recognized scientists, was once more impressed 
by the scientif ic per formance and high 
standards of the research presented. In 2011 
two new members have joined the IMP’s 
Scientific Advisory Board: Tom Rapoport, 
Professor of Cell Biology at the Har vard 
Medical School, and Norbert Kraut, Vice 
President Lead Discovery at the Boehringer 
Ingelheim Regional Center Vienna. The IMP 
would like to thank all its SAB members for 
their commitment and advice.
IMP SAB members: page 67 in this booklet

MAX BIRNSTIEL LECTURE

“Consolidation of long-Term Memory: 
Does it ever end?”
Yadin Dudai, The Weizmann Institute 
of Science

10/11 12/1111/11
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